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O. Definitions and description of the results 
This paper is concerned with combinatorial properties of families of infinite 
subsets of to, the set of natural numbers 0, i, 2 . . . . .  Before introducing the notion of 
a happ~¢ family, for the suggestion of which phrase the author is indebted to 
Professor J.N. Crossley, we state the notational conventions that wilt be followed 
throughout he paper and review some familiar concepts. 
0,1, 2 . . . .  are identified with finite Neumann ordinals, so that 0 is the empty set, 
1 = {0}, 2 = {0, 1} . . . . .  and if x is a nonempty subset of ~o, i~ x = infx. The variables 
i , ] ,k, l ,m,n will be used to denote arb" rary members of ~o, s,t,u, will denote 
arbitrary finite subsets of ~o, S, T, W, X, Y, Z arbitrary ~nfinite subsets of ~o, x, y 
arbitrary finite or infinite subsets of ~, A, B, C, D,F, G, I arbitrary families of 
subsets of o~, and finally g,  ~;, 3' will be used for collections of families of subsets of 
~o. We define is != sup{n + l ln ~ s}, so in particular 101-- 0. Is l is in fact equal to 
the set theoretic rar~k of s. The set theoretical difference of two sets if' and 0g is 
denoted by ~, ,~.  With these definitions and conventions X--I s l ia the set of those 
numbers of X exceeding, in the usual ordering ~ the natural numbers, all members 
of s. The cardinal of a set ~," is denoted by • or, where typographically more 
convenient, Rf "~. For an arbitrary ~f we write [gg]" for the set of n-element subsets 
of ~lf: that is 
_c =,}. 
Similarly we write [ff']~ for {w } w _C ~" and ~ = o~}. We write K for the set of finite 
subsets of ~ and H for the set of infinite subsets of ~o, so that K = {s t s _C w} and 
H = {X [ X C_ w }. The power set of w is denoted by ~ (w), so that ~9 (~o) = H U K. 
A filter on ~o is a collection F of subsets of ~o with the properties that x ~ F & 
y~F-+xf )  y~F and that y_Dx & x~F-+y~F.  If 0~F,  F is improper; 
otherwise F is proper. We write Fr for the Fr6chet filter {X 1 o~-.X ~ K} of al~ 
cofinite subsets of ~o. If F is a filter and F _D Fr, F is free. If F is a proper filter and 
~/x (x ~ F or o)-.x ~/ : )  then F is an ultrafilter; that is equivalent to being a 
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maximal proper filter. For A _C ~(~o), we write A for {x 1 o~-.x U A}. For example, 
~r = K. 1 is an ideal if ~ is a filter, and I is further described as free, prompter, 
accordingly. I is a prime ideal if f is an ultrafilter. For given A and X~, . . . .  A', we 
write ill(A, X~ . . . . .  X.)  for the filter generated by X~ . . . . .  X, and the members of 
A UFr, and id(A,X~ . . . . .  X,)  for the ideal generated by X~ . . . . .  X, and the 
members of A U K;  so when A is closed under intersection, 
fil(A,X~ . . . . .  X,)  = {x [:ly ~tz (y ~A & z ~ Fr& x _~y nz  nx ,  n . . .  n x.)}, 
and when A is closed under union, 
id(A,X~ . . . . .  X , )={x  l~]y 3z (y ~A & z ~K &x  _Cy Uz UX, U . . . f iX . )} .  
fi i(A,X) and id(A,X) are thus always free, though they may be improper, 
We shall assume all the axioms of Zermelo-F~'aenkel s ttheory, ZF. We shall be 
particularly interested in avoiding the u.~e of the full axiom of choice, AC. Three 
weak forms of AC will be used occasicnally; they are 
DC, or Tarski's axiom of dependent choices, which is the statement that given a 
relation ~ on a nonempty set ~ such that for ali v ~ ,~ there is a w U ~ with v~w, 
there is a function f : w - - -~  such that for all ~ ~ ~o, f ( i )~/ ( i  + 1); 
DCR, or "dependent choices for relations on the reals", which is DC restricted to 
the special case that ~ = ~(o~); and 
ACR, or "choice for relations c ~ the reals", which is the statement that given a 
relation g~ on ~(o~) such that for all x there is a y with x~y, there is a function 
E : ~ (~o) ~ ~ (~o) such that for all x, x~E (x). 
Of those three, DCP. will be used most frequently; it is the weakest of the three, 
being a consequence in ZF both ef DC and of ACR. Attention will be drawn when 
appropriate to the use or avoidance of these axioms in proofs. Some proofs will use 
the continuum hypothesis. CH, which is the assertion that (&(~0))" = I~1~, the first 
uncountable well-ordered cardinal. Some remarks will be made about the possibil- 
ity of proving certain statements by using M~rtin's axiom, MA, which is the axiom 
A defined on page 150 of [15]. MA is weaker than CH being consistent with 
AC + the negation of CH, and as [i5] makes clear, appropriate formulations of 
certain consequences of CH + AC are derivable from MA + AC. However these 
remark~ are marginal, and familiarity with MA is not required for most of the 
paper. Familiarity is required~ though, with ~he elementary theory of forcing and 
Boolean valued m~'~dels, asexpounded for example in [14], for following part of the 
paper~, though in most cases forcing is only used to reduce a theorem to a special 
case of itself, and can with effort be avoided, The less elementary parts of forcing 
used are reviewed in Section 3. 
We now define the notion of a happy family, 
0.0. Definition. X is said to diagonalize the family {X~ I s ~ K} if X _C X{~ and for 
all s, if ~up s ~ X then X-. t s I = X~. 
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0.1, Definition. A is a happy family if ~(~,,)..A is a free idem and whenever 
fil({X~ [s ~ K})C_ A, there is an X @ A which diagonalizes {X~}. 
We give three idnstrations of that dt:finition; in the first ~(~o)\A is small, in the 
second, of medium size, and in the third, large. 
0.2. Example. H, the family of all infinite subsets of ~o, is happy. In this case 
°~(~o)\A is as small as can be, namely the Fr6chet ideal f~'r which equals K. 
To see that H is happy, let {X~ ! s ~ K} generate a iBroper filter C_ H, and select 
n0~ X0. Choose n~ > no with 
fq x, [!s 
and inductively n~.~ > n~ with 
n x, + 
As f"~{X~ I lsl~<m} is always infinite, those choices a~-e all possible. Let X = 
{nk I k < w}. Then X C_Xo; given s with sups = n~ ~ X. we have 
X..ls[={n, i l~k  +l} anc~. [ s !=n~+l ,  
and as l ~ k + 1 implies n~ ~ X,, X\ I  s ] C_ X~ as required. [] 
The next class of examples of happy families requires some preamble. 
0.3. Definition. Two subsets x and y of ¢o are called ahnost disjoint if x ~ y is 
finite. 
0.4. Definition. B is a MAD family if B is an infinite maximal collection of 
pairwise almost disjoint infinite subsets of w. 
B is required in that definition to be infinite to exclude the trivial case when 
/3 = {Xo . . . . .  Xk} and w..(XoU... UXk) is finite. 
The axiom of choice implies that MAD families exist. No MAD family can be 
countable for if B = {X~ I i < ~o}, where the X~ are pairwise almost disjoiv~, there is 
an X with X f3 X~ finite for each i ~ o~: pick 
I J < t, } 
and set X = {n~ [ k < ~o}. Similarly Martin's axiom with AC irnplies that e;~ch MAD 
family is of power 2 '°, whereas Hechler has shown that it is consi~ient with 
ZF + AC + 2 '% > 1~1 that there be a MAD family of power ~1~. The consistency with 
ZF + DC of the statement that there is no MAD family is established in Section 5, 
the consistency of the existence of a Mahlo cardinal being assumed. 
0.5. An agreeable xample of a family of power 2 "° of pairwise almost disjoint 
subsets of ~o is this: enumerate the nodes of the binary tree thus: 
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0 
lJ¸ 2 / \  / \  
3 4 5 6 
/\ A A A 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
and for f : ~o --~ 2 let X~, = {i I : lnf ~ n is node number i}. Put A = {Xt I f  : ~ "-~ 2}. A 
is not maximal, as A 0{{2~ J n < ~o}} is a larger such family. Corollat T 4.7 gives a 
deeper rea:',on for A not being maximal. 
The i:ollowing proposition yields the second class of examples of happy families. 
With an eye to its futare quotation we pause before stating it to repeat a definition 
from [161. 
0.6. Definition. A free ideal I is tall if for all X there is a Y U I with Y _C X. 
In a sense which is left to the reader's imagination, the free ideals tl~iat are not tall 
are a!,~.qst as small as the smallest free ideal K. 
0.7. Proposition (DCR). Let B be a MAD family, and put I = id(B). Then I is 
proper and tall but not prime, and ~(o~)..I is a happy family. 
Proof. ~o ~ I as, B being infinite, ~o is not the union of finitely many elements of B, 
even up to finite difference. Given X there is a Z U B with X ~ Z infinite, by the 
maximality of B;  then X ~)Z ~ I and X CIZ C_ X. So I is proper and tall. 
Put A = ~(~o)..I. Then 
A = {X I {Y I Y ~ B & X ~ Y is infinite} is infinite}. 
Given {X~},~t~ with fil({X~}) C_ A, let X °, constructed as in 0.2, diagonalize {Xs}, and 
let Y°~ B have infinite intersection with X °. Set X] = X,- ,Y °. Each X] is infinite, 
and fil({X]})_C A, as yo~ I. Let X t diagonalize {X]}, and let Y~ B have infinite 
intersection with X ~. Y'  # yo as X '  _C X~C ~o\Y °. Note that X ~ diagonalizes {Xs}. 
Now let X~= X,..(YOO Y ' ) . . . .  A sequence X',  Y' may thus be found such that 
each Y' ~P ,  Y '#  ~.'~ for i~ j ,  X ' f~  Y~ is infinite and X'  diagonalizes {X,}. 
Construct a strictly !ncreasing sequence {m }~.~., such that no ~ Xo and for 
k = T (2 /+ 1), n~ ~ Y~ lqX ~ ~ I,.JiK~ l lsI~< n~_,+*}. 
Such a sequence may be found because all sufficiently large members of X ~ are in 
f"){X~ I i s !~ < n,..~ + 1} and Yi f3 X '  is infinite. Put Z = {n, I k < to}. Then for each 
,/,Z f3 Y~ is infinite and so Z ~E A ;  clearly Z diagonalizes {X,},,~u. 
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Thus A is happy. To see that I is not prime let {Y~ I i < to} be distinct eleme~its of 
B /and construct Z so that both Z and to \Z  have infinite intersection with each Y,. 
To do that find a strictly increasing sequence {n~ I k < to} such that for each k, if 
k = 2'~(2n + 1), both n~ and n.,~+~ are in Y,~, and put Z = {n~ I k < ~o}. Neither Z 
uor ~o..Z is in ~ 
That DCR is a sufficiently stro~g form of choice for this proof is left, as it will be 
on other occasions, to the reader to verify. [] 
We now go to the other extreme and consider the case when A is a happy family 
and ~(to)- .A is a prime ideal. In that case A will be a free ultrafilter of a certain 
sort discussed in Booth's paper [3]. To relate the present notions to those in ~.ooth's 
paper the following is useful: 
0.8. Proposit,~on. The following are equivalent conditions on a family A provided 
tha~ ~(~o)\A is a free ideal: 
O) A is happy, 
(ii) given Y~ ~ A for i < to with Y~÷~ C_Y~ for each i < ~o, there is a function 
f : o~ --~ ~o such that the range or image W(f )  of f is a member of A and ~br all 
n,f(n + 1)~ v~<~). 
Proof. Assume A is happy and let {Y~}~<,o be as in (ii). Define for s U K 
X~= I~ {V, l i+ l~[s l} :  
so in fact Is [ ~> 1 --* X~ = YI~!-t. Then {X~ I s ~ K} generates a filter, contained in A 
as ~(to) - .A is an ideal. Let X diagonalize the family {X~}~ and let f enumerate X 
is ascending order. Let n < to, and set s = X f~ (f(n) + 1). Then ] s I = f (n)  + 1 and 
sups~X.  As f (n+l )~X\ ts  
But n was rbitrary. 
Conversely suppose A has 
members of A that generates 
v, -- n (x ,  + 
t and X..tslC_X, c_ Y~,), we have f(n + 1)H Yt~.~. 
property (ii) and let {Xols ~ K} be a family of 
a filter contained in A. Put 
1}. 
Each Y~ is in A, and Y~÷I C_ Y~. By (ii) there is an f and an X H A with X = W(f)  
and for all n f (n+l )HY~c, ) .  Let maxs=f (n)HX say; let kHX\ i s l .  Then 
k =f (m)  for some m >n.  so k ~ Y~,); I s ]=f (n )+ l ,  as Ytc,)C_X.~; so k~X~.  
Hence X diagonalizes {X.,}, as required. [] 
0.9. Definition. A Ramsey ultrafilter is an uttrafilter that is also a happy family. 
The reason for that name is this. Ramsey showed that if 7r : [to]2--~2 then for 
some X, ~r is constant on [X] ~, Such an X is called homogeneous for 7 ;  in the 
notation of Erd6s and Rado, Ramsey's theorem is o~ --~ (to)~. Now the following is 
an immediate consequence of Proposition 0.8 above and Theorem 4.9 on page 20 of 
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[3], where other equivalent definitions are given: a further list is given in Theorem 
9.31 below. 
0.10, Proposition. The following are equivalent conditions on a free ultra]~!ter F 
(i) F is happy, 
(ii) for any ~r :[~o]"~2 there is an X ~ F with rr constant on [X]:. 
Ramsey ultrafilters are much easier to work with than happy families as the 
intersection of arbitrarily chosen elements of a filter is infinite whereas that might 
not be the case for a happy family. One difficulty is that they need not exist: Kunen 
has shown thal if the universe is the result of adding ~: random reals to L or if there 
is a real valued measurable cardinal, there is no Ramsey ult~afilter. However it will 
be shown in Section 4 using DCR that given any happy family A a Boolean 
extension of the universe may be made which adds no new subsets of o~ but whicg 
adds a Ramsey ultrafilter as a subset of A. The general combinatorial theorems in 
this paper about happy families will accordingly be obtained by reduction using 
Boolean-valued models to the special case that the happy families are Ramsey 
ul~rafilters, though tK;s use of Boolean-valued models may be avoided by more 
, 
laborious arguments. In the presence of the continuum hypothesis an explici~ 
relations!tip may be proved: 
0.11. Proposition (CH). Let A be happy. Then there is a Ramsey ultrafiher F C_ A. 
Taking A = H shows that CH--~ Ramsey ultrafilters exists. The latter esult may 
be deduced from Martin's axiom, but can the above proposition? In Section 9 MA 
is used to derive a weaker conclusion from a weaker hypothesis on A. 
Proof of the Proposition. Enumerate all sequences {X, I s ~ K} such that 
fiI{X,}_CA as ({X~ts~K}I~<I%) .  
Construct a sequence F ~ (~ < N~) of countably generated filters such that F ¢ C_ 
F~÷~CA; for each ~.~ either 3s with X~i  ~÷~ or {X~C_F ~ and 3Y ~F ~÷~ (Y  
{X~}), and such that ~Z_Cto~(ZUF ~ or to-.ZUF~). Then diagonalizes  " 
{.J{F~ I~ < N~} is the desired Ramsey ultrafilter. The o~ly difficult part of the 
construction is handled thus: given F ~ _C A and {X~ ts ~ K}, if ~s fil(F ¢, to-.X.¢). _C 
A, let F *~ = fil,~F*,to\X~)for that s; otherwise 
~s ~Y ~ F~(X~¢3 Y ~ A),  
and so f i I(F~,{X~Is~K}) is contained in A, and is countably generated by 
{Y~ l i < o~} say. Let 
z~ x , 'n  n{y , '  " = i l s l<-O.  
Then fil{Z,}_CA; as A is happy, ~W CA which diagonalises {Z,}. Put F ~*'= 
fil(Fr, W). Then F ¢ C F ¢÷'. [] 
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The notion of a ~g] subset of ~(¢~) wilt be assumed known: for a discussion see 
[27] and for some examples, see [16]. Silver in [28] has proved the following 
generalization of Ramsey's theorem, which by Shoenfield's absoluteness theorem 
may be proved without the axiom of choice. 
0.12. Theorem (Silver). Let D be a v~ subset of ~ (o~ ). Then there is an X such that 
~ly (y  C_X--~(Y ~ D <-~ X ~ D )). 
The contents of this paper are now summarised: in Section 1 a proof is given, 
using DCR but with no appeal to forcing, of the following 
0.13, Theorem (DCR), Let D be a w,] subset of ,°~(~o) qnd let F be a Ramsey 
ultrafilter. Then there is an X ~ F such that 
VY  (Y  C_X-+(Y ~ D ~-~ X E D )). 
In Section 2, a notion of forcing associated with a Ramsey ultrafilter is studied, 
the principal restalt being a criterion for a subset of o~ to be generic which is 
strikingly similar to that in [17], and used to obtain anothe~ proof of 0.13 by forcing. 
In Section 3, certain facts about iterated forcing are reviewed, and Sotovay's model 
in which all sets of reals are Lebesgue measurable is briefly described. In the next 
section the reduction of theorems about happy families to theorems about Ramsey 
ultrafilters is discussed and applied to generalise the theorems of Sections l and 2. 
In Section 5, a proof is given that in Solovay's model the part'~tion relation o~ --+ (~o) '°
holds, that is, that 0.12 holds for every D, ~] or not; and that under a further 
hypothesis there is no MAD family. An axiom scheme of Jensen is mentioned 
briefly, Section 6 is devoted to the study of functions E : ~(~o)---~ (~o), and a 
theorem about Borel functions, which generalises Theorem 0.12 and which will 
hold of all functions if DCR and the truth of c0-+(w) °' are assumed, is proved. 
Roughly the theorem says that any Borel function E : ~(~o)---* ~(w) is, restricted 
to some set of the form {Y I Y C_ X}, primitive recursive in a real. In Section 7 thia 
theorem is used to show that the strong form of the axiom of determinacy implies 
that if A is happy tl~en ~(o~)-,,A is not tall, and hence by Proposition 0.7 there are 
no MAD families~ Another proof of the main result of [18] is given, Section 8 
contains a further application of the theorem of Section 6 to the generic reals 
studied in Section 2 end the proof of my remark quoted in [8]. Finally in Section 9 
the notion of a moderately happy family is introduced and used to perform certain 
constructions, announced in [16], of ultrafilters on ~o with unusual properties. The 
paper closes with attributions and acknowledgements. 
1' Proof of Theorem 0.13 
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The proof given here of Theorem 0.13 is modelled on the classical proof that all 
:X~ sets of real numbers are Lebesgue measurable. The author was inspired to seek 
such a proof by a proof by a conversation with Moschovakis at the Cambridge 
Summer School in Logic in 1971. 
The principal ingredients of the classical argument are a ~r-algebra ~ of subsets 
of ~(o~) and a ~r-ideal .¢ in c~ such that the factor algebra c~/~ satisfies the 
countable chain condition, which is to say that there is no uncountable family 
-~  1~ < 1~} of elements of ~ with no ~1~  ..6 but with ~ ~ ~/~ ~ ~ for all 
~r < ~ < 1%. The classical proof, as given for example in [1], shows that for such a c~ 
and .¢, if c~ contains every open set, and thus every Borel set, then every analytic set 
is equal to a member of c~ modulo a member of ,~. 
Examination of the first version of the arguments of Gaivin and Prikry in their 
paper [7] that preceded Silver's paper [28] suggests candidates for ~ and ~¢. With a 
view to extending Theorem 0.13 we give the definition in more generality than is 
necessary for its proof. 
Let A be a family of subsets of ~o such that ~(~o)..A is a free ideal. A partial 
ordering Pn is associated with A as follows: 
1.0. Definition. A condition is a pair (s, S) where S E A and I s 1 ~< [') S. 
The set of conditions is denoted by Pa and is partially ordered by setting 
(s ,S)~(t ,T) '~a,t  .C_s & S U(s..t)C~ T. 
Hence if (s, S)'-~ (t, T), then s = t f3 t sl.  When in Section 2 we come to consider 
P,~ =a~(P,~,  ) as a notion of forcing, the interpretation of the con.dition (s, S) on 
the generic subset X of (o will be that s _C X C_ s LI S. This sort of forcing in the 
cot~text of measurable cardinals was first considered by Prikry [24]. For the nonce it 
is convenient to use the vocabulary of Cohen's method and say for (s, S) ~ P., and 
B _C ~((o) that 
1.1. Definition; (s, S) forces B iff VX (s C X C s U S --. X ~ B), 
1.2. Definition. ~s,S) decides B iff (s, S) forces B or (s,S) forces '.9(o~)-.B. 
Because this is forcing in the real world rather than in some Boolean extension 
we modify the usual symbolism by writing (s,S)IFgB and (s,S)lhB for the two 
notions. It is readily checked that if (s, S) ~g B and (t, T) ~< (s, S), then (t, T) tF R//, 
and that it is impossible that both (s, S)IF~ B and (s, S)IFR ~ (~o)-.B. From now on it 
wilt be convenient to use the familiar abbreviations '¢w:EA.~! for 
Vw (w E A --> ~,~[), 3w : ~ A ~l for ~tw (w ~ A & ~), '¢w : ~. A ~l l~or 
~¢w (w C_ A --~ ~.I) etc. 
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1.3, Definition. 
~,  =,, {/3 1~ C_ ~( , , )  & V(s, S ): ~ P,, =IS': _C_ S (S'~ ~,,, & (s, S'> [t, ~ ~. 
1.4. Definition. 
~a =a,{B [B C_ ~(to) & V(s.S}: ~ P,, =IS': ~ S(S '~ A & (s, S')l~-~:io~).. B}. 
Clearly ~A C_ ~A. In the special case of Example 0.2, cCH is the set of completely 
Ramsey subsets of 9~ (tg) in the sense in which that phrase was first used by Galvin 
and Priku,. It is true in that case, as will be seen when in Section 4, we generalize 
the result., of this section, that %t is a o--algebra containing all the Borel sets (which 
is in effect the theorem of Galvin and Prikry) and indeed all analytic sets (Silver's 
theorem) and that ,¢r~ is a cr-ideat in cf~ : but ~/~,  does not satisfy the countable 
chain conditions, for let {X~ ! v ~ ~} be an uncountable fatally of pairwise almost 
disjoint infinite subsets of to, as constructed for example in 0.5. Put B, = P(X~). 
Then each B~ ~ ~,~, no B~ ~ 5~, and B~ C~ B,,~ 5~a for each pair v /v '  ia 7/: That 
difficulty may be circumvented by the use of Ramsey ultrafilters. For the rest of this 
section let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter and ~r. and ,~ be defined as in 1.3 and 1.4. 
1.5. Proposition (DCR). ~.  contains all open sets. 
Here "open" refers to the Cantor topology on 2 ~ ; so that/3 is open iff given any 
x ~B ~ln: ~ to ~'y: _C. to(y fqn = x f~ n--~ y ~B) .  
The. process of diagonalization used in proving Proposition 0.7 is used repeatedly 
in proving this .and other results. Let /3 be open. The first step is this: for each 
s~K,  pick X ;~F  such that if there is a ~F  such that ~s~Y and 
(s, Y)[I~B, then ~s t~ ~ X, and (s,X,)~]~B ; if there is no suc!~ Y, then let X, be 
~.~s~. 
As steps of that type will be frequent, let us abbreviate it by saying "for each 
s ~ K, pick X~ U F such that if possible (s,X,)~]nB." 
X , Let X ~ F diagonalize { ~t~a~:. Then for all t ~ X, if 
~" ((:, ~)~ ~. & <~, ~)1~,~) 
then ( t ,X~t  ~>tlaB ; for X~l~ i~Xt, so ( t ,X~It l )~(t ,N)  and as (t,X,)I]~B, it 
follows that (t, Xx~t ~){I~B. Moreover, as F is a filter, there cannot be both an 
X~F such that (t ,X~l~t)~B and a Y ~F  with (t, Y . I t l )~(~o)~B,  for then 
(t, (X ~ Y~-I t ~) would achieve the impossible by forcing both B and ~(~)~B. 
For ~ X,,define 
4,(t)=0 if <t,x..ltl)~-./3; 
.6(t)= 1 if(t,x..itl>~-.~'(,o)..B; 
~(t )= 2 otherwise. 
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We assert that 
1.6. Vt :CX(6(Q=2- -~{nln~X- . t t I&6( tU{n})=2}~F) .  
For set T~ = {n I n ~ X \ l t !  & ¢b (t U {n }) = i}. X \ I  t l is the disjoint union of To, Ta 
and T~, so precisely one is in F. 
{T[tC_ TC_tUTo}= LJ {TItU{n}CTCtU{n}U(To\I{n,}I)},  
n~To 
and the right hand side of the equation is a subset of B, as for n ~ To, 
(t U{n},X\It U{n}l}lksB. Similarly 
B f~{TItCTCtL3T,}=O; 
but ~(t )  = 2 meanz that for no S ~ F doe: (t, S) decide B, and so neither To nor T, 
can be in F:  so T2 ~ F. (1.6) is thus proved. 
• Suppose now that ~b(0) = 2: for each t ~ K let Y, = X\ l t  I if ~b(t)d 2 or t~  X, 
and let 
Y, =(n In ~X..]tl & 6(: U(n})= 2} 
if t C_X and (~(t )=2.  By (1.6) each Y, ~F .  Let Y~F diagonalize {Y,},e~(. We 
assert that 
1.7. " v t_cv  4 , (0=2,  
for let t _C Y be a counterexample to (1.7) with ~ minin~al, t~  0, as we are assuming 
that ~b(0) = 2: let n = max t and put s = t..{n}. Then ,b(s) = 2 by the miaimality of 
~.  
t ; n ~ Y.ts [ C_ Y,, so ~b(s k/{n}) = 2, that is, 6 (0  :~-- 2, contradicting the choice of t. 
Tke assertion (L7) rapidly leads to a contradiction: for as (O, Y) does not decide 
B, there is a Z C Y with Z ~ B. But then as B is open, there is an n such that 
putting t '=  n f3 Z, we have (t',o~-.It't)~-~/3. For such a t', ¢b(t') = 0, contradicting 
(1.7) as t'C_ Y. Thus the hypothesis on which (1.7) rests, namely that ¢b(0) = 2, is 
false and so ~b (0) = 0 or 1. That is to say, we have proved that if B is open, then 
~X:  ~ F(0, X)I[~B. A~ easy modification of the foregoing argument shows that if B 
is open then for any s~K]X:  ~:F([s[<~ ( ]X  and (s,X)ll~B); and thus 
B ~ c¢~, as required. []  
l.i~L Proposition (DCR). / f  for each i ~ o~, B, ~ ~v then I..J{B~ [i < ¢o} ~ ~F. 
Proof. Fix (.~:, S) ~ Pr. For each t ~ K and i ~ It[ pick S~,~ F such that if t C_ S, then 
S~,C_S\[t[ and (s Ut, S])!]RBi, and if t~S, then Si,= S-.]t[. Put 
s, = Iq{s ' , l i  ~ l t l} .  
Then for all t,S, ~F  and S, ~S~Jt[. ~t  T~F d~agonalize {& [t~K}. ~en 
T~S.  
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Suppose i and X are such that s _C X _C. s U T and X ~ B~. Let n ~ T be greater 
than i, and let t = X n (n + t). Then t t ! = n + 1; so i < I t I and thus (s U t, S,) k ~ B, 
as 
t~ sUt~X ~s  Ut UX~t[~s  ~t  UT~I t l~sUt  US,, 
and we know that (s U t, S,)]1 ~ B, : but then (s U T, T~]t ~)I~ B, : and so 
(sOt,  T~t~)t~a U B ,  
i<~.~ 
Thus we have shown that for all X ~ T, if s U X ~ ~<~B,  then for some n, 
( s~t ,T~t~) l~a ~ B~ 
i <~o 
where t = n ~ X:  but that shows t~at 
B =a,{X ~X ~ T~s UX c~ U~3,) 
is an open subset o~ ~(~)  and so by Proposition 1.5 ~here is a T 'G  T such that 
(s,T')I[~B. But then (s,T')}~ U~B, .  ~ 
The nex~ proposition collects four trivialities. 
1.9. Proposition. ~ B ~ ~ then ~(~)~B ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ; if B ~ ~ and D ~ B 
then D ~ ~;  ff B ~ ~ and the symmetric difference B A D of B and D is in ~ then 
D is in ~.  
1.10. Pro~s i f ioa  (DCR). If B~ ~ ~ for each i < ~ then ~,~B,  ~ ~.  
P~oL  By Propositions 1.8 and 1.9, ~ .~ ~ ~. Let (s, S~ b~ given. Pick S, as in 
the proo~ of Proposition 1.8, but this time requiring that for 
t ~ S, i ~ ~t ~, (~ ~ t, S , )~(~o)~B, .  
Let T diagonalize (S,) ,~. Th~n 
( s ,T )~(~)~ O B,, 
i<~ 
for if i and X are such that s ~ X ~ s U T and X ~ B ,  then as before a t may be 
found o~ the form X ~ (n + 1) such that (s U t, S,) I~  B,, contradicting B, ~ ~.  ~ 
1.11. ~s i l i oa .  There is no u~countable set {B~ ~ ~ ~ ~} such that each B~ ~ 
~ and [or v ~ v', B~ ~ B~. ~ ~.  
P~L Let {~ ~ ~ ~ ~} be a ¢ounterexample. For ~ ~ ~" let S~ be the first, in some 
natural enumeration of K, element of K such that [or some S ~ F, (s~,S)lk~B~: 
such a~ s,, exists as B,, is not in ,~.  As K ~s countable and ~ is not, the map v ~ s, 
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is not 1-1: hence there are v and v' in ~r with v~ v' and s~ = so,. Let S,T~F be 
such that (so, S) tk~ B~ and (so, T) lk~ Bo,~ Then (s~, S f3 T) ~-~ Bo ~ B~,, contradicting 
the hypothesis that for v ~ v', B~ t3 B~,, ~?. ~¢~. [] 
It is emphasised that the axiom of choice was not used in that argument. Putting 
Propositions 1.5, 8, 9, 10 and ~1 together we obtain: 
1.12. Theorem (DCK). Let F be a Ramsey ultra)~lter and ~,  ~¢~ be defined as in 1.3 
and 1.4. Then c~ is a tr-algebra, ~¢~ is a o'-ideal in c~, and the quotient algebra 
c¢~/~¢~ satisfies the countable c,hain condition. Further c¢~ contains all open sets, and 
hence all Borel sets. 
We now follow the classical proof, as expounded in [1] p. 53, in using Lusin sieves 
to show that 
1.13. Corollary (DCR). cf~,~ is closed under the operation (~¢I) and hence contains all 
Y,I sets. 
The second clause of 1.13 is the required Theorem 0.13. The following 
abbreviation will become increasingly usefal in later sections. 
1.14. Definition. Is, S ]  =o~{X ts _CX Us O S}. 
1.15. Proposition (DCR). If A ~ c¢~. there ~.s a Borel set B ~ ~v with B C_ A and 
A..B ~ ~.  
Proof. For each s ~K pick S.~ ~E such that (s,S,)II~A. Set 
~ = U{[s,S, l l~s,s,>~-.A}. 
Then B C A, as saying (s, T)IFa D is equivalent to saying Is, T] C_ D. B is a Borel 
set, being the union of countably many closed sets. Finally, given (t, T) either 
(;,S, fqT)lF,~(to)-.A or (t,S, f3T)~-RB, 
so A\B  ~¢~. [] 
In the fo!lowing discussion, which establishes Corollary 1.13_~ the axiom of choice 
is not used save in a trivial reduction and in assuming that tot, the least uncountable 
ordinal is not the supremum of a countable sequence of countable ordinals; but 
DCR will suffice for both. 
Let 0 be a countable linearly ordered set and ~ a subset of (~ x ~(~).  For each 
xCa~,let R~={t~' _ ; t,x}~ So}. We define the inner set determined by the sieve ~ 
E(~),  to be the set of those x _Cto such that R~ is ill-ordered (that is, is not 
well-ordered) by the ordering inherited from that of O, and the outer set determined 
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by the sieve ~. /~(S), to be {xlR~ is well-ordered}. For q ~O we define 
~, = {x ] (q, x) ~ ~}. For x C_ ,~ we define p (x) to be the ordinal of the maximum 
well-ordered initial segment of R~. p(x) will be countable as O is. For each 
countable ordinal ~ we define 
E~(,Yf)={X [X(~h?(~ ¢') anti p (x )=~} 
and 
~; (So) = {x I x ~/~ (Y) and p (x) = ~ }. 
Then E(Se) is the disjoinz union of the E~:(,ge), and/~(5~) of the /~'~ (5¢). We are 
going to prove the following 
1.16. Proposition. Let 3" be a sieve such that each ~ ~ %~. Then E(~9 ~) and ff~(Sf) 
are both in ~,  
Proof. As ~v is closed under complements, it is enough to prove that E(Sf) is 
in ~-. 
We first make the trivial reduction, For each q pick a Borel set we shall 
( ~ somewhat prematurely call Y~ such that .T,,C_ ~q and 5 ~  ~v. Such Borel sets 
exist by Proposition 1.15. DCR su~ces for their choice as O is countable a~d Borel 
sets can be coded by reals. Now set .5 ~'= ~{(q,x)~x ~ ~}.  Then ~'  is a sieve 
which is a subset of ~, so E (~")U E (~). As 
. 
E(~).E(~')G U{~,x ,~ l  q ~ O}, 
whic~ is in YF, it is enough to prove that E(Y') ~ ~.  
Given a sieve ~Y we define the derived sieve ~-  to be the result of removing from 
~- all pairs (q, x) where q is the ~rst point (in the linear ordering of O ) of R~. Such a 
q will exist for given x if and only if p (x )>0.  Note that E ( f f - )=  E(gF). 
Define the sequence Y~ for K ~ ~ of sieves by 
~o=~,; y~. ,=(~)- ;  ,~e~ = N{~' 14"<x}, 
for limit ordinals h. Note that for each q ~ Q, and K < ~ < w~, ~ ~ Y~. Further 
each Y~ is a Borel set, by the lemma on page 50 of [1]. As ~/~v satisfies the 
countable chain condition, there is a ~ < ~ such that for 
¢ { ~ < ~ < ~,  Y~-Y, ~ P~. 
Let (~ be the least such. By the regularity of ~o~, there is an ~1 < ~ which i~ greater 
than each K,. Put 
m = ~{~+' tq  ~ O} m~ Z(~')= E(~"). 
If x ~ .E~ (~T") with ~ > 0 then x ~ A ; so E (,7 ~" ) = E0(Y * ) U Ao where Ao G A, and 
so Ao~ ~.  E0(Y*) is a Borel set by the same lemma in [l]. ~ 
It is a trivial matter using the Kleene-Brouwer ordering to obtain ~ sets and 
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more generally applications of the ope~:ation (~d) to systems of sets in ~ as inner 
sets determined by sieves S," with eactt ::¢~ ~ ~ and Q an appropriate countable 
set. Thus the proof of Corollary 1.13 and Theorem 0.13 is complete. 
2. P~ generic reals 
We noxv study the partial ordering P~, where F is a Ramsey ultrafilter, as a 
notion of forcing. Recall that a subset zi of P~ is dense closed if for all p ~ P~ there 
is a q ~ ~ with ~:' ~ p and for all p ~ zi and all q ~ P~, if q ~< p then q ~ A ; and that 
if M is a transitive model of (say) ZF + DCR,  F ~ M is a Ramsey ultrafiiter in M 
and P~ ~he corresponding partial ordering in M, then a subset x of to is P~ generic 
over M if for every dense closed subset A ~ M of P~ there is a condition ~s, S) ~ A 
wi~h s Cx  Cs  US. 
• 
The principal result of this section is 
2.0. Theorem. Let M be a transitive n~,:odel of ZF+ DCR,  which may be either a set 
or a class, let F ~ M be in M a Ramsey ultrafilter, and let x C_ to. Then x is P~ generic 
over M if and only if x is infinite but for each X ~ F, x \X  is finite. 
The reader will notice the similarky of this theorem and its proof to the author's 
characterization [17] of sequences generic with respect to the conditions used by 
Prikry for changing the cofinality of a measurable cardinal to to. Indeed, the two 
theorems were prove4 *ogether. 
Before taking the first step, which we couch as a theorem of ZF + DCR, towards 
proving Theorem 2.0, we make two definitions. 
2.1. Deli,nition. We w'. ite s in t to mean that s is an initial segment of t, that is, that 
s = t ~ l:; t ; similarly we write 
s in X =d,s =X fqts 1. 
2.2. Deliniti,~n. Let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter, A a dense closed subset of PF, and 
s ~ K. We say X captures (s, A ) if 
X~F,  tsI-<-I")X and VY:C_X~i t : inY( (s t3 t ,  X \ i t t )~A) .  
2.3. Proposition (DCR). Let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter and A a dense closed subset of 
PF~ Then for all s there is an X which captures (s, A ). 
Proof. Put Z=to\ l s  I. For t~K choose Y~F such t:~at ( sUt ,  Y , )Uz i  if 
possible; otherwise set Y, = Z.. It  l. Let Y ~ F diagonal~e {Y,},eg; then for all 
t C_ Y, if there is a Y '~  F such that (s U t, Y') ~ ~, it must bt: that (s t3 t, Y--I t l) ~ 
zi. Let B be the set 
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{ylyC_co&(yC_Y-- -~t: iny (sut ,  Y..It])~At)}. 
Then B is open in the Cantor topology, so by Proposition t.5 there is an X' ~ F 
such that X']] ~B. Put X = X',O ¥. As At is dense, 
~t':C_XNX":C_X(X'ff.F & (s tAt',X")<.(s,X} & (s Ut',X")~At ), 
hence 
(sUt',Y-.tt ' l}~At, <UX"~B 
and t' U X" C_ X C_ X'; so in fact X '  tt-~ B re.ther than X't~-~ ~ (to)..B. We assert hat 
X captures (s, At): for X~F and given X"C_X there is a t in X" such that 
(s Wt, Y\ l t t)~At,  so (s Ut, X\ttt)~Z~ as A is closed. [~ 
Proof of Theorem 2.0. First suppose that x is P~ generic over M. For each n < ~o, 
{{s,S}IS ~ F&~ >~ n} is dense closed and in M, and so Y~ ~- n: thus x is infi:~ite. If 
though X ~.F. {(s,S)IS ~F&)'. C_X} is 6.ense closed and in M, and so for some 
such (s,S), s Cx Cs US, whence x . .X~s  which is finite. 
Now suppose that x is infinite and that for each X ~ F, x\.X is finite. Let At ~ M 
be dense closed. Working in M pick for each s ~ K an X; ~ F that capture~ (s, At). 
Let X ~ K diagonalise {X~}~e,~. x..X is finite, so let n ~ x be snch that x~X C_ 
xCln; put s=xC~(n+l) ,  sups ~X,  so x\ ls!c_x. .ts lC_x,;  so in M, X..Is I 
captures (s, zt). Hence the following statement is true in M: 
2.4. VY:C_X. . l s t~f : inY(sUt ,  X \ [sL J t l )~A.  
But let 
~ ={t It cx~lst&<s u~ t,x..ls ~tt> ~a} 
and give ~ the partial ordering t <t '~t '  in t and t ' J t .  Then the relation 
(& < }~ M; and (2.4) is equivalent to saying that (~ < ) is well-founded: hence by 
an a~mnent  due to Mostowski the above statement is true in ~he real world, so ~t 
in x~[s~ such that (s Ut, X~i~ Ut ] )~:  but s Ut ~X~]s Ut[. Thus x is indeed 
P~ generic over M. ~ 
2.$. Corollary. If X is P~. generic over M and Y C_ X then Y is also P~. generic over M. 
Using the notion of capturing defined in 2.2 we can establish convenient criteria 
for membership of ~F and ~.  : 
2.6. Protmsition (DCR). Let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter and let ~F be defined as in 
1.3. Then A ~ (¢~ if and only if the set {plP ~ Pv and p I[~A} is dense closed. 
Proof. If A ~ c~. then by the definitions of ~ and ii.~, the set {p t P ~ PF and 
p tl.A} is dense closed. 
Suplx)se now that A is such that ~.l =adP IP ~ Pv&P lIRA} is dense closed, and 
let s ~ K. By Proposition 2.3 there is an X in F which captures (s, At). Let 
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_q={YIY  C_to..ls and:t / :  in Y (sOt ,  X.. ltt)~-~A} 
and let 
C={YIy  C_~o..ls &::It: in Y (s Ut, X. . I t l ) l l 'a~(o). .A}.  
Then both B and C are open. There ~.ce therefore X~ _C X and X: _~X~ with 
~ F, (s,X~)II~B mad ~.s,x~>lt~c; t~at by Proposition 1.5. As [X]" _C B U C and 
B IqC =0, for D equal to either B or C but not both, (s,X,.)~-~D. It is readiiy 
checked that ff D = B then (s, X..) I1-~ A and if D = C, (s, X.,) ~-~ (~o).,A. Hence A 
is in ~,  as required. I~ 
2.7. Proposition (DCR). Let F be a ~',amsey ultra]ilter and let #~ be de]ined as in 
1.4. Then A ~ ~¢~ if and t, aly if the set {p I P ~ P~ & P II-~ ~ (o~ )-,A } is dense closed. 
Proof. The "only if" part is immedkte from the definitions. Conversely, if 
{P 1P ~ P~ & P tt-a ~ (w)..A } is dense closed, A ~ ~ by Proposition 2.6, and for no 
p ~. P~ can p !!-r~A, so that A ~ #~. [] 
Here is an appropriate place for recording a simple property of #.~: 
2.8. Proposition. I[ A is a happy family, then given B ~ ,~.~ and (s, S) ~ F.~, there is 
an X ~A such that X ~_S and (0.s 'O X)~-a~(o)- .B.  
Proof. Let the subsets of s be enumerated as to . . . . .  t,_~ where n = 2 ~. Choose 
Xo . . . . .  X~_~A such that SD__Xo~XtD_.. .~X,_~ and for each i<n ,  
(t,,X~)ll-~(a~)..B. Put X = X~_~. Then 
[0,s ~., x ]  c_ ~-I{[t,,x,]li < n}_c ~'(o,)~B, 
so (O,s UX) I}-~(w) \B.  [] 
The following is a counterpart to the lemma of Prikry quoted in [17] as 
Lcmma 2.6. 
2.9. Proposition (DCR). Let F be a Rarasey ultra.filter, let ~! be any sentence of the 
language of forcing and let ( s ,S )~ P~. Then there is an S' C_ S such that $' ~ F and 
either (s, ~') t1- ~l or (s, S ~)ll- ~ ~l. 
Proof. Here of course "~" is the usual notion of forcing and not Va. However the 
proof parallels that of Proposition 2.6, so it will only be sketched. Let 
z~ = {p iP I1-~ or p~ ~l} ;  
A is dense closed, and so IT :  ~ S with T ~ F and T capturing (s,~). Let 
B ={X IX~ls l  and for some t in X, (s Ut, Tx l t l )~},  
and 
C ={X lX~ls~ and for ~me t in X, (s Ot, T~{t ! )~L  
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Both B and C are open, and so for some S' ..C_ T either (s, S')I~-~ B, whe~ (s, S')I~- ?~ 
(for otherwise some (s kJ t, T')1~ -~ ~1 where t kJ T' ~ S ', and so s U t ~A T' ff B ) or 
(s, S')1~'~ C, when (s, S')I~- --n ~1. [] 
We now give a second proof of Theorem 0.t3, using Proposition 1.5 and its 
consequence Proposition 2.9. The only difficulty in this proof is establishing that 
DCR is a strong enough form of AC. 
Let F be Ramsey and B a ~ subset of ~(~o): say B = {x f R(x, a)} where a C_- ~o 
and R is E~. Let M be a countable transitive model of an appropriate fragment of 
ZF+ DCR with a ~.M such that F ~ M is in M and is, in M, a Ramsey ultrafilter. 
Such an M may readily be found by a L6wenheim-Skolem argument, using DC. To 
see that DCR suffices, observe that we require that (~(~o)f3 M,F ~ M) is an 
elementary submodel of (~(~o),F) with respect to a sufficiently large class o!? 
formulae, which can be achieved by putting into M sufficiently many reals, for 
which DCR is enough. Le~ X ~ F ~3 M be such that in M, (0, X)[I/~ (-~, d), where g 
is the name in the language of forcing for the proposed real Pv,~ generic ove~ M, 
and ~J is the name of a. Such an X exists by applying Proposition 2.9 with s = 0 
inside M. Now suppose that x is a real Pr~-~ generic over M with x .C_ X. Ihe~ 
VY:C_x(x ~B o Y ~ B): 
for let Y be any infinite subset of x. Then Y is also P~,~ generic over M, by 
Corollary 2.5 which will hold for those M that are transitive models of appropriate 
finite fragments of ZF+ DCR, and Y tAX; so using the absoluteness of E'~ 
statements and general properties of forcing we conclude that the following 
statemer~ts are equivalent: x~.F,; R(x,a);  (R(x,a))~t~l; (0, X) Ib ff~ (/:, fi ); 
(R (Y ,a ) )~:  R(Y,a) ;  Y ~B.  
It remains therefore to show that there is an x ~ F which is Pw~ generic overM. 
Let (X~ t s U K) enumerate the members of F ~ M, which is a countably infinite 
set; and let x ~ F diagonalise {X~}. Then for each s ~ K, x\X~ is finite, so by 
Theorem 2.0, which again will hold when M models an appropriate fragment of 
ZF + DCR, x is Pv~ generic over M, as required. 
A modification of the above argument shows that given (s ,S)~ Pv there is a 
TC_S with T~F and (s,T)I~-nB. Hence B GolF. [] 
Corollary 2.5 has the following converse: 
2.10, Theorem. Let M be a transitive model, set or class, of ZF+ DCR, and let 
F ~ M be a free ultra[liter in M. Suppose that there is an X C_ ~o such that for all 
"~ C_ X, Y is PF generic o~r M. Then F is a Ramsey ultrafilter in M. 
Proof. Let ~" ~ M be such that in M, 7r : [o~ ]2....~ 2. We shall see that there is in F an 
S which "~s homogeneous for ,n-. As [~o]:=([a~]-')~ ¢r:[~o]2---~2. By Ramsey's 
theorem there is a Y C_ X such that Y is homogeneous for ~r ; then, that being an 
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arithmetical predicate of Y and:~r. "Y  is homogeneous for ~r'" is true in M[Y],  and 
hence as Y is Pr  generic over M, there is a~ (s, S) ~ P~ such that s ~ Y _C s US  and 
{s, S)~:~is  homogeneous for ~'. But then S is homogeneous for ~r. [] 
Thus in a sense Corollary 2.5 characterizes Ramsey u!trafilters. A precise 
formulation of this cl~aracterization, using the apparatus of Boolean valued models, 
is given as Theorem 9.31, clause (iii). We now prove another characterization f 
Ramsey ultrafilters, which was first stated in [16], from where the following 
terminology is taken. 
2.11. Definition. Ar.: ~.deal I on ~ is gaunt if is proper, free and a ~ set. 
2,12. Theorem (DC]~). A [ree ultra~ilter F on ~o is Ramsey i[ and only i~ F f3 I.~ 0 .for 
every tall .gaunt ideal L 
ProoL Suppose F Ftamsey and I a tall gaunt ideal. By Theorem 0.13 there is an 
X ~ F such that VY: ~.. X(X  ~ I ~ Y ~ l). ~s I is tall, there is some Y _CX with 
Y ~ 1; and hence ~f ~ 1 f'l F. 
Conversely let F have the propev~y in question and let ~r :[a,]~--~ 2. Let 
I = id({X IX is homogeneous for ~r}). 
I is ~;  further, by Ramsey's theorem, 
VY 3X(X  C_. Y & X homogeneous for 7r) 
so I is tall; if I is proper as well, then I is gaunt, and so there is an X in F 13 I. There 
is also such an X if I is improper, namely to. In either case there are sets X~ . . . .  , X~, 
each homogeneous for ~r, and s ~ K such that s t.J X~ t.J... ~.3 X~ ~ F. As F is a free 
ultrafilter, or~e of the X~ is in F: thus F is Ramsey, [] 
The possibility ol' homogeneous sets for partitions 7r :[to] ~--, to will be con- 
sidered in Section 6. We conclude this section with remarks about another way in 
which Theorem 0.13 might be ge~eralised, using MA. 
Silver has shown i28] that ~f MA and 2~,>l~a then not only every ~ but also 
every X~ subset of ~(to) is in ~¢~. MA implies that Ratnsey ultrafilters exist [3]; is it 
true that if F i~ Ra~asey, A is ~,  aad A is in qg~, then A is i~a r8~? The answer is 
that the hypotheses given are not enough to decide: 
2.13. Theorem. ( i) / f  MA and even, ~ set is in c~s then there is a Rarasey uhra~ilter 
F such that every ~ set is in ~..  
(ii) I f  MA, 2 ~*° ~> ~l~ and 3x 1~i~ I 1 = l~, then there is a ~,; set A and a Ramsey 
uhra~iher G with A ~ ~.  
(iii) If the universe is ~he result of collapsing a Mahlo cardinal in L in to tla in the 
style of L~vy, then [or every Rarasey ultralilter F and every ~,~ ,r'et A, A ~ ¢g~. Sadly, 
in this ease 2"° = ~.. 
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(iv) I~ there is a strongly inacessible Rowb~ttom ca~'dinaI, or if 2 "° = ~,  2 ~ = ~ 
arid Chang's con, iecture holds, then yor every Ramsey ultrafilter F and every ~ set 
A, A U~.  
Part (iii) of that theorem wi!l be proved in Section 5; the rest will be proved in 
Section 9 using results of Booth [3], Martin and Solow~.y [151 and Solomot~ [29]. For 
a statement of Chang's conjecture and a definition of the notion of a Rowbottom 
cardinal, see Chapter 7 Section 3 of [4]. We conclude this section by sketching an 
alternative proof of Silver's result. 
Let A ={x IR(x,a)} where a C_to and R is E~. Let {s,S} be given, and let F 
be, in L[a,S], a __Ramsey ultrafilter. Let T~F be such that in L[a,S], 
(s, T) 1t-/~ (:~, ~). As F <~ ~ < 2 "~" and we are assuming MA, there is an X sach that 
for all Y ~ F, X- .Y is finite, by Theorem 4.10 of [3]. Such an X is P~ generic over 
L[a,S] by Theorem 2.0; we may also suppose that s C_X C_s U T. Using the 
absoluteness ol x2~ predicates we see as in the second proof of Theorem 0.13 that 
(s, X-..! s 1) decides A. Hence A ~ ~.  [~ 
3. Review of Solovay's model 
In this section we list some well-known facts about Boolean valued models~ and 
sketch briefly some ideas from Solovay [30]. For details see [30] and [31]. 
3.0. We use arithmetical notation for Boolean algebras, so that a Boolean algebra 
is a structure B =(~,0 ,1 ,  + , . ,  - ) ,  where 0 -b  =0,  1+ b = 1, 0= - 1, etc. The 
canonical partial ordering of ~ is given by setting b < c ~ b • c = b. B is complete 
if every non-empty subset ~ of ~ has an upper bound, 1~n~. If 11 and C are 
complete Boolean algebras, B is a regular subalgebra of C, in symbols B <~ C, if B i~ 
a subalgebra of C and for each nonempty subset • ¢f B, ~ ~'~ = ~v c~. The notion 
of a regular embedding is defined in a similar spirit. 
3.1. Two elements p and q of a partial order P = (P, ~ ) are incompatible if there is 
no r ~ P with r ~< p and r ~< q. P is a suitable partial ordering if the following three 
conditions hold: 
(a) there is an element of P, call it t, such that ~¢p: ~ P p ~< 1; 
(b) Vp:~p3q:~P (p~q & q ~<p); 
(e) Vp: ~ P Vq: U P(0 ~ q or ~lr: ~<p(q and r are incompatible)). 
The elements of a suitable partial orering are often called conditions, for historical 
reasons. 
3,2. Deltnitton. Let P be a suitable partial ordering. The canonical topology on P is 
that with basis {Or lP ~P},  where Or =~,{q lq ~<P}" 
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The essential feat~are of this topology is that given p there is a smallest open set 
containing p, namely O~. Hence for • _Cp, the interior of ~, in| ~';, is equal to 
{p IO~ C_~g}; the closure, cl(~), to {p IOr ~qX¢0}; and intcl~: ={p lYq :~ < 
p :~r: <~q r ~ ~g}. 
3.3. Let (~, ~') be a topological space. Then the algebra of regular open sets of 
(~,z), defined by N :--{°,ql*~_C~ and ~Y=intcl~N}; 0=0;  l=g;  ~+~= 
int cl(N tA ~);  ~ • ~ = ~ ~ ~ ; - ~Y = int(~;'-.~); is a complete Boolean algebra, 
and for M C_ ~, _v~/= intct I_l~g. B = (N. 0,1, + , . ,  - ) is called the regular open 
algebra of (~f, r). 
3.4. Proposition. Let P = (P, <~ ) be a suiteble partial ordering. Then each O~ is a 
regular open set in the canonical topology, and the map p ~* Op embeds P as a dense 
subset of the regular open algebra B. Further 0~ = 1. 
In the last clause "1'" is used in two senses. The B of 3.4 is called the algebra ot, er 
P. A particular case is of interest: 
3.5. Proposition. Let B be an atomless possibly incomplete Boolean. algebra: then 
(~-.{0}, ~ ) is a suitable partial ordering; let C be the algebra over it. Then C is a 
complete Boolean al~.ebra cot~taining as a dense subalgebra n isomorphic opy of B. 
The C of 3.5 is called the regular minimal completion of B and is characterized 
up to isomorphism by the last sentence of 3.5. If B is complete the embedding is
onto. 
3.6. Given a complete Boolean algebra B, we define its associated Boolean valued 
universe by the rect~rsion 
V0 ~ = 0; V~.~ = {v ! v is a function with domain a subset of V~ and 
range a subset of B}; 
V'-,- U{V~.~!~. <~'} for limit ~; 
V" = U{v~I ~ an ordinal}. 
Note that if B is a subalgebra of C then V n C_ VC; so in particular if 2 is the 
two-element algebr~ {0,1}, V~C_ V s for each B. 
3.7. We associate with V n a language ,~B with the primitive predicate symbols ~ 
and ~- (corresponding to ~ and = ), lhe usual connectives, a special constant Q, 
and for each v ~ V j* a name which we shall also denote by v. We shall not take 
much trouble to distinguish formulae of ~n from assertions of the language of set 
theory: the context will usually do so for us: when we do, it will usually be through 
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the convention that if ~,~1 is a wff of ZF, ~ is the corresponding expression in ~n,  the 
wffs of which are of course G6delized as sets in ZF, 
3.8, Definition. The embedding ": V--~ V ~ is defined by recursion on the epsilon 
relation thus: ~ --- {(1, ,f ) I Y ~ x }. 
3.9. A function !~, ~" from the sentences of ~"  to B is defined by a schema: First 
[v~ w] ~ and Iv ~-~ w]n are defined by double recurs~on: 
~v ~ w ~ ~ = H~ {v(v ') ~ ~v' ~ w ~ ~ I v '~  D(~)} . l I~{w(w ')
~ ~w'e  v~ ~ t w '~ D(w)} 
~o~ wll" = ~ ' (w(w' ) '~w'  ~ o~ ~ ] w '~ D(w)}. 
Then define [v~ Q~ = ~n{~v ~ ff~" ] w ~ V}, Finally the definition is extended to 
all sentences of ~"  in the obvious way, as in [14]. 
3,10. Let ¢g be a zio wff in the sense of L6vy [12], w~th the free variables v, • •. v,. 
Then i fB<IC  and v~. . .v ,  are in V ~, 
~(~,  •. • v.)~ B = ~I( , , , . . .  ~',, K- 
Again if ~l is a Ao wff with the free variables v~. , .  v,, then for any v , . . .  v,, 
~I(v,, . . . .  v.)*-~I~lQ3, . . . . .  t3.)] ~ = 1. 
3.11. In 
and 
V ~ there are no new members of ~, and indeed no new ordinals: 
~It, e ,~I1" = ~ ' (~ ~ ,~ l~ ~ ~} 
~v ~ o,i~" = ~'(~v ~ ~ [ ~ a o .} .  
3.12. Proposition. Let Fa in V ~ as the function with domain {f~ I b ~ ~ } such that 
F~ (~ ) = b [or each b. Then I[F~ C_ ~ ~j" = l ; /o r  all b ~ B, ~ ~ F, ~" = b; and ~Fe is a 
~-complete ultrafilter in ~1] B = 1. 
A generalisation of that will be useful. 
3.13. Proposition. Let B <~ C. There is an F* V B ..c in such that 
F;.~(e)= [e~ F;,~= ~v(b I b ~ ~ & b ~ c~ 
and 
~F~.c is a Q c~,mplete filter in ~ = 1. 
If  B =C,  then F + i~ F~.  F ~ ~ ~,c ,c is, in V ~, the filter in C generated by Fn. 
In the relative consistency results of Section 5 we shall make use of a device :Sue to 
McAloon: that of c9(~sideri~g the inner model of sets hereditariIy definabk~ f ro~ 
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ordinal and real parameters. We define ROD to be the class of those se~s v such 
that for some ordinal ~ and sorae x _c to, ~ is definable in V~, admitting x as a 
parameter. That this definition encompasses all those sets which naively are 
definable from ordinals and reals may be established using the reflection principle 
as illustrated in the paper of Myhill and Scott on ordinal definability [21]. We 
further define HROD to be the class of those sets v such that every member of the 
transitive closure o:~ {v~ is in ROD. 
3.14. Proposition. t tROD is an inner model, and ~(to)_C HROD. I[ DCR hoMs, 
then in HROD, DC holds. 
We shall use rep,zatedly the following trivial principle: 
3,15. Proposition. Let O(A  ) be a [ormula o[ set theory with one [ree variable such 
that every bound variable o[ • is restricted to range over to or over ~ (to). Suppose tha :
[or every A C_~(to) with A UROD, ~(A)  holds. Then in HROD, VA:~: 
~(to)a,(A). 
We now sketch a proof of a technical lemma, Theorem 3.21, from [30], reasoning 
in ZF+ AC. 
3.16. Lemma. Let ~ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal: that is, ~ > to, ~ is regular 
and A < ~ -~ 2 4 < K. Let A <~ B, A <~ C, where A, B, C are complete Boolean algebras 
o[ cardinality < ~. Then there is a complete Boolear~ e;~,ehra D o~ power < ~ and 
regular embeddings 7,-, rr- such that the diagram below commutes. 
B . . . . . .  >O 
A 
V : ~r- 
: 
A <~ C 
Proof. Let E in V '~ be such that 
lIE is the a!gebra over the product partial ordering 
(B, : . .~{0}) × (c,~:ic~{0})~ = 1, 
and let D be the Boolean composition of A and E in the sense of Definition 5.2 of 
[31], so that V ~' is "isomorphic" to (V*)~. [] 
Using Lemma 3.16 and J6nsson's method for constructing homogeneous niver- 
sal models, we may prove the following, first proved by explicitly exhibiting an 
example of the required isomorphism class of algebras: 
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3.17, Theorem (Jensen) (AC). Let ~ be strongly inaccessible. The~'< is a ,:omplete 
Booleat~ algebra B of cardinality ~ which is characterized up to isomorphism by the 
following two properties : 
O) B = I..J{B~ 1~ < ~ } where each ll~ is a complete f!:oclean algebra of cardinality 
< ~ and whenever ~ < r I < ~, B~ <~ B~ "~ B., and for a!! limit ordinals X < ~, B., is the 
regular minimal completion of I..J{B~ t.( < X}; 
(ii) for any complete Boolean algebras A, C witl" A <J B, A ~ C and C of power 
< ~ there is a regular embedding of C into B which is the identity on A. 
3.18. Definition. Write th (B, ~) if ~ is strongly inaccessible and B has p~operties (i)
and (ii) of Theorem 3.17. 
3.19. Lemma (AC). If 4,(B, K), then B has the ~ chai):~ coadition, and is homogene- 
ous in the sense that if ~ is any wff of the language o[ set thecry with the ~'ree uariabtes 
v~ . . . . .  v,, then for all v~ . . . . .  v., 
~?~(e, . . . . .  ~.)~" = 0 or ~. 
3.20. Lemma (AC). Suppose that ~(B, K), A <~ B artd A is of power < ~. The~,~ 
~4, (~) ,~.., ;, )~ = 1. 
3.21. Theorem (Solovay). Let ~(x, a, ¢) be a wff with the "~ree variables shown; let 
~(x, a, ~, ~ ) be the wff "for all B, if 4, (B, ~ ), then ~A (~:., d, ~)]]~ = 1"; and let ~(~ ) be 
the wff 
Va:  c_ o, V~: ~ On({x Ix c_ ~o & 9~(x, a, ~)} = 
= (x [ x ___ o~ & (~(x ,  a, ~, ,<)),+.ol}) 
Then the following is provable in ZF + V = L: 
if 4, (A, ~ ), then [[(~(~ )~ = 1. 
It is immediate from that and some trivial coding of pairs of ordina]~ as single 
ordinals that 
3.22. Theorem (Solovay). If V = L and 4,(B,K), then in V B with truth value 1, 
every ROD set of reals is of the form {x I(~(x, a, ~))~.,~} for some ordhml ~ and 
some a C_ a~. 
3.23. Proposition (AC). ff 4,(B,s), then ~[~ ~t¢~ = 1, ~nd 
~for all x C_ tb, ~ is inaccessible in L [x ]]]~ = 1. 
The proof of that rests on two points and on Lemma 3.20: if ~ < K, then the 
canonica~ collapsing algebra for making ~ countable is of power < ~ and so 
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isomorphic to a regut~:r subaigebra of B ; and if ~x C_" t~:i ~ = 1 then there is a ~" < ~ 
and a y ~ V n~ (whe:'e B is the union of the ascending regular chains B~ (,~ < ~)) 
with [x ~ y]~ = 1: let ~" be large enough so that B~ contains each truth value ]h 6 x] 
for n ~ to. 
We end this review by proving somethi,g relevant o Section 7: 
3.24. Proposition (AC). If ~(B ,~)  and V = L, then 
~ACR is false in HROD]t ~ = 1. 
Proof, In V s, let ~ be {(x~ y)l Y is Coheu generic over L [x ]}. ~ is in fact a H~ set. 
II is trivial from 3.23 that ~x ~ly (x, y ) ~ ~. We a~;sert tihat there is no ROD function 
E : ~ (to)---> ~(o~) such that for all x, (x, E(x))  ~ ~. For let E be a counterexample: 
by 3.22 there is a wff '~(a,x,y,~) such that for some a ~ to and ~ U On, we have 
that for all x, y, y = E (x) if and only if (~(a, x, y, ~'))~-l,,.,..,~l. Let yo = E (a); as y0 is 
~ohen generic over L [a ], some Cohen condition forces the statement ~(tl, ti, ~, ~); 
but then there arc 16ts of Cohen generic reals y~:  yo which satisfy the same 
c~ndition, and for which we could have (~(a,a,y~,ff))~i~.~.,r, contradicting the 
uniqueness of yo. An application of Proposition 3.15 completes the proof, as ff~ is in 
HROD. [] 
That argument shows incidentally that it is cor~sistent with ZFC that both H~ and 
~2~ uniformisation fe, il. 
4. The reduction of happy families to Ramsey ultrafilters 
We present in this section a general method for reducing the problem of proving 
combinatorial results about happy families to the special case when ~hey are 
Ramsey ultrafilters. We give first a discussion leading to a proof of the main 
technical result, Proposition 4.2, and then illustrate its use by generalising Theorem 
0.13 and by showing that no ~'~ set can be a MAD family. 
In this technical discussion we reason in ZF+ DCR. Let A be a happy family; 
put I = ~(to)..A, and le,' B be the regular minimal completion of the quotient 
algebra .~(e~)/L B may be regarded as the algebra over the partial order P of the 
non-:~;ero elements og ,°P(to)/I ordered by inclusion mod L 
4.0. Lemma (DCR). Given a sequence po, p~,p:""  of elements of P such that 
p~ > p,.~, there is a q ~ P such th~:t for all i, q <~ p~. Hence 
F:(~ ) =- ~"(to )~" = ~. 
?rooL Using DCR pick X~ ~ p~ ; theta X~.~..X~ I for each i. Put Ys = I'I{X~ I 
: ~< ts t}. Then fit{Y~ i s ~ K} .C_ A ; as A is happy there is a Z U A which diagonal- 
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ises {Y.~ I s ~ K}; for" such a Z, each Z..X~ is finite. L~ t q be the equivalence class of 
ZinP .  
~;,~e second part is quite standard: it is only neces.,ary to remark that DCR is an 
ade~uate form of AC ~or the usual proof. ~ 
4.1, Lemma (DCR).  ~[DCR~ ' = 1. 
P~:ooL Again standard: let p t~- ['.'~ is a relation on r~ (~O) such that Vx ~yx~y] .  
Define a relation ~' on ~(~o) x !~P(~o): (x~,x,~).~(y~y2) f and c:~ly if x~ ff L x~. y~ ~ I, 
and (x~)~ I~-f..~:~a, where (x~)~ is the equivalence cla~, ; of x,. Using Lemma 4.0 we 
see that for all (y~,y~) with y~!  and (y , )~<p,  there is an (x,,x~) with 
(x ~, x:)O~(y ~y~}. Using DCR and the encodability of pairs of reals as reals, we obtain 
a sequence (x~, y~) descending in the relation ~ with xo ~ p. Put p, ---(x,)~, and let 
q <~each p~. Then q ~<p and q i F [ (y~ <co) ascends in the relation ~] .  [] 
4.2, Theorem (DCR). Let A be a happy fi~mil?, B defined as above, and G as in 
Proposition 3.12 so that 
~Fn is a £'-complete ~dtra~iter on ~ ~ = 1. 
Let G be that member t~f V ~ with domain {~ ~ x ~ ~o} and for x ~ ~o, G(2 ) = (x ),. 
Then 
(i) ~G ~ A and G is ,~ Ramsey ultr@tte~ = [; 
(ii) ~G ~ ~']~ = I ff and only if for all Y ~ A there is an X ~ A with X f; Y such 
thin" id(l, to ,X)  is a proper prime ideal; 
(iii) for each ~' ~ ~(~o), ~ ~ ~., ff and only if [~  @6~ = I; 
(iv) &r each ~ ~ ~(~) ,  ~ ~ ~a if and only if ~ '~"  = 1. 
Proof. (i) It is readily checked using Prop~sition 3.12 and the fact that 
[[G -=- {x ] (x )~ FB}~ ' ~: 1, that IG  is an ultrafiiter on ~o~ 8 = 1. That JIG ~ ~ ]1~' = !, 
ant  hence that ~G is ~onprincipal] ~' = 1, follows from the last part of Lemma 4.0 
ai,d the fact that for x ~ I, (x)~ = 0 and so ~ G~ ~ = 0. Let p tl-f :/~ ~ G. As K is 
countable, Lemma 4.0 shows that there is a q ~<p and a g :K -~A such ~hat 
q 1~- f -= ~. Note that fc~r p '  ~ P, x _C ~o, p'I~- .~ ~ G ~ p '  ~< (x)~, as [[.f. ~ G ~' = (x)~. 
Let Y ~ q, and for each s ~ K put Y, = Y (~ g(s): as Y. .g(s)  ~ I, each Y, ~ A, and 
as p il- [the range o f f  generates a filter _C G ], the {Y~ ! s ~ K} get?crate a filter _C A. 
As A is happy, there is a Z U A which diagonalizes the family {Y, Is E K}. Let 
r = (Z f3 Y)~. Then r ~ P, and r It- [there is something in G which diagonatizes the 
range of f]. Thus I[G is Ramsey]] ~' = 1. 
(ii) If id(I, ~o-,X) is a proper prime ideal J, say, then (X)~ tt- G ~ ~, and so 
(X)~tt -G~ f'. Hence the density condition of (ii) implies ihat [[G~ '~'~* = 1. 
Conversely if ~G ~ ~.'~ = 1, then for all Y El A there is an X C_ Y with X ~ A such 
that for some ultrafilter G ' ,  (X) , I I -G ~:d ' ;  but then as (X)~I I -2~G and 
I f  C_G]] * = 1, we must have 0 '=:  id(L~o,.X), which is therefore a proper prime 
ideal. 
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(iii) and (iv) Let ~ be in c~A, let s U K and let p I = x ~ G. The there is a q ~ p and 
an X~A such ~hat qll -~-~x, q l~-~G,  so let ZUq;  then Z\X~I ,  so 
Z ~ X ~.-" A. As ~ ~ c~,~ there is a Y ~ A with Y ~C Z CI X such that (s, Y) decides 
~ in the sense of Definitior~ 1.2. Let r = (Y)~. Then r ~ P, and r ~< q. F~arther 
r II- ~ G, r !1- Y _C x and r 1}" {:s, Y) decides ~, essentially by the last part of Lemma 
4.0. By the generality of s,p and x, and using Proposition 3.11, I [~  cd~ = 1. 
If further ~ ~ oCa, then in ll~e above argument, it would always be the case that 
~s, Y) forces ~(¢o)\~, and so I~ , ,do~ = 1. 
Suppose now that • _C ~(~o) is such that I [~  c~6~ = 1, and let s ~ K and 
X ~ A with Is l~ < f ix .  Put iv = (x)~. Then there is a q ~p and a Y such that 
q l~- [~G and ~_C~ and {s,Y) decides ~']. Hence YCX;  YUA as 
~ '~ G.]lnf0 and ~s, Y) decides ~', by Lemma 4.0 and Proposition 3.10. Thus 
~ cd,~. 
Finally if I [~  . ,d~ = 1 then we could always have in the above that q I~- ((s, Y) 
forces ~(~o)\~'), and so actually (s, Y) forces ~'(co)\~; and so ~ ~5,~. [] 
We now use Theorem 4.2 in proving 
4.3. Theorem (DCR). Let A be a happy family and C a x2~ subset of fP (~ ). Then 
~X : ~ A ~d Y : C_ X ( X ~ C ~ Y ~ C); and indeed C ~ C~ A. 
Proof. Let B, G be as in Theorem 4.2. C will be a ~ set in V n, defined by the same 
formula as in V. Theorem 1.13 holds i:a V n with B-value 1, by Theorem 4.2(i) and 
Lemma 4.1, so [[~'~ ~6~ = 1; by Theorem 4.2(iii), C ~ c~/,. [] 
In fact Theorem 4.2 can be used to prove the following 
4.4. Theorem (DCR). Let A be a happy family. Then qgA is closed under countable 
unions, complements and the operation (MI). 
The proof will also use Theoxem 1.13 and the absoluteness of the definition c~ . an 
inner set by a sieve. A direct p~of  of 4.4 can be given along the lines of Sectio!~ 1, 
but one always ha:~ to pick the X'~s successively, to satisfy.the condition that t~'.ey 
generate a filter ~gA whereas when.Ramsey ultra~lters are used they may' be 
picked simultaneot sly, which is a helpful simplification. 
4.5. Remark. As H is a happy family, Theorem 4.2 has as a special case the 
following: 
If DCR holds, then there is a Boolean extension of the universe containing no 
new subsets of to but containing a new Ramsey ultrafilter. 
Theorem 4.3 has a consequence for MAD families: 
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4.6. Proposlt'~on. If A is ~,2~ and a happy family, then ~X VY: C_ X Y ~ A ; 
consequently ~(to)..A is not tall. 
Proof. Take C = A in Theorem 4.3. [] 
4,7. Corollary. No ~I set is a MAD family. 
Proof. By 4.6 and 0.7. [] 
In obtaining a general metatheorem from Theorem 4.2 some ~are must be 
exercised: let ~(A)  be a wff with all variables restricted to reals expressing the 
predicate "A is a Ransey ultrafilter".Then :-zv(A is a Ramsey ultraf~lter--~cb(A)) 
but if ZF is consistent, (A is a happy family --*~(A )) is not provable. The following 
is not perhaps the most general possible theorem but will be useful in Sections 6 and 
7. The notion of an A-smooth function is defined in 6.0~ 
4,8, Metatheorem. Let qs (X, E)  be a wff with precisely two free variables, all bound 
variables of which are restricted to range over the members or subsets of ~o. 
'/i~ t-z~.~c~A is a Ramsey ultrafilter & E an A-smooth function ~ :17(: ~ A 
q~(X, E), then I-zF.~.c~ A is a happy family & E an A -smooth function .-o :IX: ~ A 
q'(X,E).  
ProoL With the hypotheses in mind we reason in ZF + DCR. Let A be a happy 
family and E an A-smooth function. With B, G as before, we have by 4.0 and 
4.2(iii) that 
~G is a Ramsey ultrafilter & DCR & ~ is a G-smooth function]] ~'= 1. 
• ~ ^ 11 So by hypothesis, ~X:~ G qb(X,/~)] ~= 1. So for some X ~A,  [[~(X,E)] ~0,  
and so ~¢b (~, t~)] n = 1 by 3.10, 4.0 and the restricted nature of t/~. By 3.10 ~(X,E)  
as required. 1~ 
Finally we use the discussion of this section to generalise the results of Section 2. 
In stating the next theorem it is convenier t to blur the slight distinction between Fs 
and G as defined in Theorem 4.2. 
4,9. Theorem. Let M be a transitive model of ZF+ DCR, and A a happy family 
in M. 
(i) Suppose that x is PA generic over M, and set G = {X [ X ~ M & x-,X is finite }. 
Then G is a Ramsey ultra]ilter in M[G ] and is generic over M with respect o the 
partial ordering P dejfned above ; further x is Pc generic over M[G ]. 
(ii) Conversely let G be P generic over M, and x Pc generic over M [ O ]; then x is P~ 
generic over M~ 
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Proof. (i) It is triwal from the definition of P~ generic that if x :is Pa generic over M 
and Y e5 M\A  then x ~ Y is finite; consequently G _C A. Let ~ ~ M be dense 
closed in P; put 2~'={(s,S)t(S)~ ~}~ where I=(~( to ) f ' IM) \A .  Then A' is 
de~:se closed in P,v and .4 '~M, so there is an ~s ;S)~ '  with x ~ Is, S]; hence 
S ~ G. Thus G is M genetic over P. By t~emma 4 0, 5a(to) ~ M[G] C_'_ M, so x is P~ 
generic over M[G] .by Theorem 2.0. 
(ii) By the P genericity of G,~(,~:o)f'~M[G]C_M, and G_CA. Hence, again 
using Theo~'em 2.0, 
G = {X I X ~ M & x, .X is finite}. 
Let zl ~ M be a dense closed subset of P.~. a~d set 
z l '={(s ,S ) t ( s ,S )~a ands  ~G} 
and 
a"  = {(S), !~s(s,S>~a}. 
A '~M[G]  and Zl' is closed in P~; it is dense in P~ as ,~" is dense closed in 
P, ~" ~ M and G is P generic over M. As x is P6 generic over M [G ], x ~ Is, S ] for 
some (s ,S)~A' -C~.  Thus x meets ~;  and as ~,1 was arbitrary, x is P,~ generic 
over M. [] 
4.10. Corollary. Le'~ M and A be as in Theorem 4.9, and let x be P,~ generic over M. 
Then 
(i) ~ is u~countable in Mix ], 
(ii) every infinite subset of x is P~ generic over M. 
Proof. (i) ~ is preserved in the passage from M to M[G], which adds no new 
subsets of to; and the extension from Mr[G] to Mix] is by the algebra over P~, 
which satisfies the countable chain condition. 
(ii) is immediate from Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 2.5. ~ 
A criterion for P~ generi¢ity on the ~ines of Theorem 2.0 may be formulated: in 
the case of the happy family H it is this: 
4.i i ,  Proposition. Let M be a transitive model of ZF +~ AC. A subset x of to is P ,  
gener?c o~er M if and only if x is infinite but for every MAD family A in M, there is an 
X ~ A with x, ,X finite. 
The proof is left to the reader, as is the proof of 
4.12. Proposition. 2.6, 2.'7 and 2.9 hold i:n the more get~erat case that F is a happy 
[amily and not necessarily a Ramsey ultrafihero 
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5. Some relative consistency results 
5.0. Theorem. I f  ~ is inaccessible in L [X]  for each X then every set of reals of the 
:orm {x [~t(x,a,~))~t~.~}, where a C_ co and .( is an ordinal, is in ~.  
Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent o saying that for all X ,~ ~xl < ~.  Given (s, S) 
let F be in L [a ,S ]  a Ramsey ultrafilter with S in F. Let T ~ F be su~'h that T C__ S 
and 
(s, r> I~-(~(~, ,~, ~)),:t,,~ 
in the sense of P~. Let x be P~ generic over L [a, S ] with S C x C s U T; such an x 
exists by Theorem 2.0 as F is countable in the real world. Then for Y ~ [s, x-,t s I], 
Y is ,qlso P~ generic over L[a, S] and satisfies the con. dition (s, T}: hence x is in the 
set concerned if and only if Y is. ~ 
5.1. Metatheorere. If ZF+ AC +"there is a strongly inaccessible cardinal" is 
consistent, so art, ZF + AC + "ever}, ROD set of reals is in ":~," and ZF + DC + 
co - - ,  ( ,a ) °. 
Proof, By 3.22 and 3.23 the hypothesis hows that the theory ZF + AC + "~, is 
inaccessible in every L [X]"+"everY  ROD set of reals is of the form 
{x 101(x, a, ff))et~.,I}" is consistent. Applying Theorem 5.0 in that theory gives the 
first part; for the second, it is enough to consider the inner model HROD in that 
theory which by 3.14 and 3.15 will be a model of co ---> (w) ~ and of DC. [] 
Before stating the next metatheorem we remind the reader of a definition from 
cardinal arithmetic. 
5.2. Definition.. ~ is a Mahlo cardinal if ~ > co and every closed unbov, nded subset 
of K contains a regular cardinal. 
5.3. Metatheorem. I[ ZF+ AC +"there is a Mahlo cardinal" is consistent, so is 
ZF+DC+"there  are no MAD families". 
It is probable that the hypothesis is unnecessarily strong: indeed the author 
conjectures that it is a theorem of ZF + DCR + co--> (co)" that there are no MAD 
families. Some further remarks on that will be found in Section 7. 
It will be convenient in proving 5.3 to consider the following hypothesis, which, 
contai ring as it does a bound class variable, is not a formula of Zennelo-Fraenkel  
set theory: in the context in which it is used, that of Theorem 5.8, that difficulty 
disap~ears and will accordingly now be blandly ignored. 
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5.4. Hypothesis. Given any a _C to and any A _C ~(to), there is an inner model N 
of ZF+ AC with a ~ N, A ~ N ~ N, and (2~')~ countable and such that (~(to) tq 
N, A Iq N} is an elementary submode! of (~(to), A )with respect o-formulae of 
second-order a ithmetic with a distinguished unary predicate denoting membership 
of A. 
5.5. Lemma. Let A be a happy family and let B be a set of reals of the form 
{x I (~(x, a, ~))~t~,,l} where ~ is an ordinal, a C_ to, and R is an arbitrary [ormula o~ set 
theory. I f  Hypothesis 5.4 holds, then B ~ ~,~. 
Proof. Let (s, S) be given with S ~ A, and let N be an inner model such that 
A ~ N ~ N, a ~ N, S U N and (2~')~ is countable. Then A tq N is in N a happy 
family, and there is a G _C A ~ N which is generic over N in the sense of Section 4 
such that G is in N[G] a Ramsey ultrafilter. By Proposition 2.9 applied in Nr[G], 
there is a T c_ S such that T ~ N[G], and in N[G], 
(s, ~r~ I~ (~(~, ~, ~))~,~. 
G is countable, as A f) N is, and forms a filter C_ A, so there is, as A is happy, an 
X ~A such that X ~ [s, T] and for each S '~ G, X...S' is finite. By Theorem 2.0, 
such an X is P6 generic over N[G], and by a by now familiar argument (s,X) 
decides B. Thus B C ~a. ~ 
5.6. Theorem. If Hypothesis 5.4 holds, and A is a happy ~amily o~ the form 
{x I (~(~, a, ~))~t~.~}, then ~( to ) \A  is not tall. 
Proof. Take B =A in Lemma 5.5: then there is an X~A such that VY: 
C_X(YEA) .  [] 
5.7. Corollary. I[ hypothesis 5.4 holds, there are no MAD [amilies of the ~orm 
{x I ff~(x, a, ~'))Lt~..l}" 
Proof. By 5.6 and 0.7. [] 
5.8. Tm~rem. Suppose that V = L, theft ~ is a Mahio cardinal, and that ~(B, s), 
where 4~ is as in Definition 3.18. Then in V B Hypothesis 5.4 holds with truth value 1. 
The difficulty about formulating 5.4 vanishes in this case, as the inner model N 
will always be of the form V '~, where 4~(A, A) for some inaccessible A < ~, and 
,4 < B. From 5.8, 5.7 and 3.22 it follows that, with the hypotheses of 5.8, 
~no ROD subset of ~(tb) is a MAD family~ = 1, 
and Metatheorem 5.3 follows at once by Proposition 3.15. We have shown too that 
with the hypotheses of 5.8, 
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~If/3 is a ROD subset of (b and A is a happy family, 
then B -= ~,~ ]~ = 1, 
and 
[[in HROD,  if A is a happy family then ~(~(¢o) )= ~,~ = 1. 
Theorem 5.6 shows that what is happening in HROD is that there are only rather 
trivial happy families. Of course assuming that V = L in 5.8 is for t~diness rather 
than necessity. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8. As GCH holds in L, we need not distinguish between strong 
and weak inaccessibility. As ~ is Mahlo, ~¢ is itself inaccessible, and the set 
{A I A <~< and A is inaccessible] is stationary in that it meets each closed 
unbounded subset of r. 
Suppose that <b(z~, K) and that as in 3.17(i) B is the union of the ascending regular 
chain {B~ I ff < ~<}. ~e shall content ourselves with proving 5.9: standard techniques 
will then comp!ete the proof of 5.8. 
5.9. Let A ~ V ~, a ~ V n be such that 
I[A C_ ~(¢b)~" = 1 and [[a _C ¢b]]" = 1: 
then there is an inaccessible A < K such that 4~(B,., A ) and if N is the inner model of 
V ~ defined by 
~x~N]~ =.,~'{~x -------y]]" [y U V'~}, 
so that N "is" V a~, then 
~a~ ~"" =~, [A h ~'~ S]" =~, 
~(2z')~ is countable]" = 1, 
~(~(~)  ~ N, A ~ N)  is an e tementa~ submodel of (~(~) ,  A ) 
in the desired sense] n = 1. 
To prove 5.9, we fi~t let ~o< r be such that each ~ a]  ~ is in B~. Then there is 
a v0~ V a~" such that ~a ~ v0~ = 1: namely vo = {(~ a~,  h)[ n ~ ~}. 
Now let ~ < ~ and let ~(~)  be a set of elements of V ~ such that for all v U ~(~)  
[v~&] '= l ;  for all o~V n~, if ~v~]~=l  then for some v '~(~) ,  
~ ~ v ~ = 1; and for each pair e, v '  of distinct elements of • (~), ~o ~ v 'In ~ 1. The 
c~dinal ity of such an • is necessarily ~ {[ I [ : ~ ~ B~ }" which, by the inaccessibil- 
ity of ~ is less than ~. Call such an ~(~)  a set of representatives of the reals of V ~,. 
For each v ~ V ~ there will be a v '  in ~(~)  such that ~v ~ v'~  = ~ ~ ~.  
Let ~(v:~ . . . . .  o~, w) be a ~ of the language of second order arithmetic Mth a 
unary predicate denoting A, and let v~ .... .  , v, be in ~(~).  For o~ . . . . .  v, ~ ~(~)  let 
~(v~, . . . ,  v~, ~)  be the least ordinal ~, ~ < ~ < ~ such that there is a w'  in V n~ with 
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~w : c_ ;, ~t(v, . . . . .  v., w )]" = gqi(v, . . . . .  o., w')  & w' C_ ~Z,]". 
Such an ~ exists by Scott's maximum principle. For v~ . . . . .  v,~w ~( f f )  let 
~(v~,. . . ,  v,, w, ~) be the least ordinal ~ with ~ < ~ < ~ such that the truth value 
~(v~, . . . ,  v~, w)~ s is in .8,. ~ 
As ~ is a Mahlo cardinal, there is a strongly inaccessible cardinal A, fro < A < ~ 
such that for all ~ <X, all wff's ~$~(v~ . . . . .  t~,, w), and all v~ . . . . .  o~,w ~ ~'(~), the 
ordinals X (v~ . . . . .  v,, ~) and 6 (v~,... ,  v., w, ~l) are both less than X ; moreover in 
view of the way the property ¢ (A, O) is defined in terms of close, re properties, A can 
be chosen so that ¢(B~,A). Then A has the properties tated in 5.9: as ~o<A, 
[a~N]  ~ = 1; as A is a closure point of ~,, 
~A~N~N]"  =1; 
~(2z')~ is countable~ s = 1, 
as  
~(2~') =~ ~ = 1. 
and ~ * < ~ ; and the required elementary submodel property follows from lhe fact 
that a is a closure point of the function Y' and hence Tarski's criterion, (Proposition 
3.1.2 of [4]) applies. We leave the reader to supply the details. ~ 
It is of interest o note that _Hypothesis 5.4 is as strong as the existence of a Mahlo 
cardinal: 
5.10. Proposition. I[ Hypothesis 5.4 holds, then 1¢.~ is a Mahlo cardinal in L. 
Proo.~. Let A be a closed unbounded subset of ~ ,  with A ~ L. Let A be a subset of 
~(~o) such that each member x of A codes an ordinal, denoted by p(x), and 
furthermore A = {p(x)Ix ~ A}. Let N be as ii~ 5.4 such that A fq N ~ N, etc., and 
let A be (l~lt),~. A is unbounded, so 
~¢X: _C~ (x codes an ordinal)---*3y: ~A#(x)<~p(y). 
That is expressible in the language of secoad order arithmetic with a unary 
predicate for A, so ~,s (~(~o) f~: N, A ~ N) is an elementary submodel of (~(¢o), A ), 
we have that for all x ~ N, if x codes an ordir:al, then ~here is a y ~ A f~ N with 
0 (x) < 0 (Y). As y ~ A ~ N ~ p(y) < ,~, we have that A f~ )t is Unbounded in ,L As 
A is closed, ~ ~ A. ,~ is rc:;ular in N, and so is r~egular in L which is a subclass of N. 
Thus in L every closed unoounded subset of tlz.,e real I~t~ contains a regular cardinal, 
and so l~a is Mahlo in L. ~ 
We end this section with two reluarks. The first is that Theorem 2.13(iii) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 5.5, Theorem 5.8 and Shoenfield's theorem on 
the absoluteness of _v,~ predicates, The second is that the proofs of 5,9 and 5.10 
contain the germ of the proof of the following unpublished theorem of Jensen, 
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which is quoted with his permission. It tnay be left to the reader to supply a detailed 
proof, 
5.11, Me~atheorem (Jensen). These two systems of set theory are equiconsistent : the 
first system is ZF+ AC+ the Mahlo schema that every c~osed unbounded class of 
ordinals contains a regular cardinal ; the secend is ZF + AC + the following schema : 
Let B be the class Boolean algebra that makes every ordinal countable, which may 
be specified by saying that rb (B, On). Then the set HC of hereditarily countable sets is 
an elementary submodel o.f V ~. 
6. The theorem on functions 
In this section we shall study functions with thi,, property: 
6.0. Definition. Let A be a happy family. E is an A-smooth function if 
E : f~(ca)-~ ,P(to) and for each n {Y t n @ E(Y)} :=- ~a. ,' 
The foundation of our discussion is 
6d.  Theorem (DCR). Let A be a happy family, and E an A-smooth functiom Then 
there is an X ~ A and a .family {t~ !s C_ X} of finite subsets of ca indexed by the finite 
subsets of X such that first, t~ _C_ls I for each s ~X;  second, ff s ~s '~X and 
s = s '~s~,  then t~ = t~.O Is ~: and third, for any Y ~ X, 
z(Y) = U{t ,  Is in v}; 
ir~ other words, if k ~ Y ~ X, then E(Y )  n (k + 1) = t vn(~.~,). 
6.2. Example. Let E be a Borel function and A any hapl~.y family: then E is 
A-smooth by Theorem 4.3, and so the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 holds of E and 
A. That should be contrasted with the classical theorem of Baire proved in 
Kuratowski's book [11] Chapter II, Section 32, that every Borel function on a 
metric space is continuous on a comeagre set. Theorem 5 of [11] Chapter IlI, 
Section 39 states further that if f is continuous on the Borel set E, there is a II~ set 
C C_ E such that i~ [ C is 1-1 and ["C = ["E : compare also the theorem of Gandy 
and Sacks cited in Kechris [9], page 381. Theorem 6.1 cannot bc improved, though, 
to say that given an A -smooth function E, there is an X ~ A such that E f [0, X] is 
either constant or 1-1: define E by E({n~ f i < ca}) = {n2~ l i < ca}. 
6.3. Example. If ca ---~ (ca)*' then every" function E : ~(ca)-->~(ca) is H-smooth.  
Proof o|  Theorem 6.1. By the Metalheorem 4.8 it suffices to prove Theorem 6ol for 
the special case when A is a Ramsey ultrafiiter, which we shall now call F. Let us 
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call that case Theorem 6.1'. The argument given can be adapted to prove 6.1 
withom recourse to Boolean extensions. 
So let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter and E an F-smooth function. For each s, t ~ K 
pick X~F such that X~c~o\lt I and for all n <~t~ and all Y~ X~, 
n ~E(s  U Y )~n ~0 ~X:) .  
~at  is possible as {Y ~ n 5 E(Y)} ~ ~.  Let X" ~ F diagonalise {X~ t ~ K}, and 
let X ~ F diagonalise {X ~ ~ s ~ K}. Define for all s, 
o(X.Isl))n sl. 
~vidently t, ~ ~ s I- We have to show that if Y ~ X, ~ ~ Y and s = Y ~ (~ + 1), then 
E(Y)  ~ ~s I = t,. Let Y, ~, ~ be as above. Note that ~s ~ = k + 1: let n ~ ~. Y-Is I~ 
X.lsl X:.ts[: so  
n  ))on 
and 
n~(s~X: )  ~nSe(s~(X~[s [ ) ) ;  s~(V~[s~)=V,  
so 
n ~E(Y)  on  ~ E(s U(Xxfsl)). 
so 
E(Y)~ls l  =E(s U(Xxls[))~ls~= t, as required. 
If s in s '~X,  put Y=s 'U(Xx[s '  D. They 
We continue the assumptions on E and F, and suppose that X, {t~ [s ~ X} are as 
in Theorem 6.1'~ We define a function g(s, k) for s G X, k ~ X~ls~ by 
6.4. X(s,k)=~t~(~xt,. 
Note that X(s, k) is equal to t~t~xls ~, and it may be empty. We use the function X 
to examine E. Define for s ~ X, n, k ~ X~ s l, n < k, 
w~(n,k)=0 if nUX(s,k ) 
=1 if n~X(s ,k  ). 
~en ~, : [X..~ s ~ ]: ~ 2. Let Y~ ~ X, y, ~ F, be homogeneous for ~,, and let Y ~ F 
diagonalize {Y~s ~ X}. Y ~ X and Y has the following prope~y: 
6.$. Given s U Y, l s~ n < n', {n, n'} ~ Y, W ~ Yx(n  + 1), and W'~ Yx(n'+ 1), 
we have 
n E(s E(s W'). 
For let k = inf W, and k' = inf W'. ~en n < k, n' < k ', {n, n', k, k '} ~ Y - I s  1~ Y, 
and s U W~ X, m we have this ch in  of equi~,alences: 
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n ~ E(s ~ W)on  ~ x(s, k)o~r~(n, k) -  0 
. ~ ~ • ~(n ' ,k ' )=0 n ~E(s~W') .  
The above leads to the following, which by 4.8 immediately general;.ses: 
6.6. Proposition (DCR). Let F be a Ramsey ultrajilter and E an F-smooth function. 
Then there is a Z ~ F such that 
VW :C_ Z(Z~- W--*E(W)~ 2:). 
Proof. Let Y be as in the above discussion, and let {n, l i < ~o} enumerate Y 
monotonically. Let Z be that one of {n~, I i < ,a~} {n~,÷ali < to} which lies in F. Then 
if W _C Z, W~.~ Z, let n, ~ Z\W.  Put s = W ~ n, ; W..ls 1 C_ Z..n~+,., and so by 6.5 
n, ~ E (W)~-* n,+, ~ E(W) ;  
as n, ~Z and n~.~ Z ,  E(W).~ Z. E] 
The arguments behind that proposition will be developed in Section 8. W~r now 
examine further the function X(s, k). As before let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter. E an 
F-smooth function and X ~ F, at°,.~ I s C_ X} such that 
~gY : C_ X ~¢k : ~ YE(Y)  f~ (k + 1) = t ~.,~÷,. 
Now X (s, k)  for s _C X, k ~ X \ f  s t, is a finite set .'-f integers, which may be empty. 
Let us introduce the function ~, (n, s, k) as follows: if n ~ to, s _C X, k ~. X \ I  s i and 
)¢(s, k) has exactly p members then )t (n, s, k) is undefined if n ~> p, whereas for 
n < p, ~ (n, s, k)  is defined by the requirements 
6.7. ;~(O,s,k)<A(1, s k )<. . .<A(p- l , s ,~ . )  
and 
X(s, k) = {X(n, s, ~)l  '~ < P~" 
Thus ~,(n, s, k) is the (n + l)-st element of X (s, k) if it exists, and is undefined 
otherwise. It is notationalty convenient to say "h , (n ,s ,k )=*"  rather than 
"¢X (n, s, k)  is undefined" in the sequel. 
For s _CX, n ~o we define a partition ~:':[X..Isl]2~6 by saying for k , /~  
X-.lst k</ :  
~r~(k,/) = 0 i fX(n,s,k)=*=A(n,s, l )  
=1 i f~(n,s,k)=*~,~(n,s, l )  
=2 i f )t(n,s,k)~*=)t(n,s,t)  
=3 if * ~ a(n,z, tc)<)t(n,s,l)~ * 
=4 i f *~;t (n,s ,k)=;t (n,s , l )~* 
-~5 i f*~X(n,~,k)>X(n,s , t )~*.  
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Let X~E F be homogeneous for ~rT, so that XTC_X\ ts ! .  and let ~r.~(n) be the 
eo~amon value of ~r7 on [X~] ~. As X7 is infinite, only three values are possible for 
r, (:O : 0, 3 and 4. Furthermore if r, (n) = 0, then z~ (n + t) = 0, and if z, (n + 1) = 4, 
then r, (~) = 4. Let us call s free if there in an n such that ~ (n) is not 4; otherwise if 
for all n r~ (n )= 4, call s captive. 
Now if t is free eitffer there is a largest n = ~g, such that z, (n) = 4, when we define 
~ (t) = A (n,, t, k ) + i where ~ ~ X 7': the vah~e of ~ (t) is independent of the choice of 
~" ~ ~ k ; or there is no n with ~, (n) = 4, when we lel n, be undefined, and set s ( ) ~ t ~. 
Again if t is free either there is a least m = m, for which r, (m,) is 3, when we define 
~ (t, k)  = A (m,, t, k) for k ~ X?' ,  ~n~d then ~ (t, k ) is, for fixed t, a strictly increasing 
function of k ; or there is no such n~ when m~ and ~ (t, k)  are undefined. If n, and m, 
are both defined, n, + 1 = m,. Define 
f ( t )  = sup{m,, It ~} if m, ~s defii~ed 
= ~ t ~ if m, ~s undefi~ed. 
Let X"  G F diagcnalise {XT}. P~t 
x"= ~{~'"  I .  ~ ~(~)} 
for s ~X and let YUF diagona~se the fa~~fily {X~'~s ~X}.  Then Y has tl~e 
following property: 
6.8. If s _C Y, n ~< f(s),  k < I, and {k, I} _C Y..ts I, then 7rT(k) = 7r7(/); and if further 
m~ is defined, then ~?(s, k )< r/(s,/);  that is b,.~cause 
v~Islc_x"'~.tstC_x"..fs!~x:. 
We are now in a position to prove the following 
6.9. Theorem. I[ F i: ~ Ramsey ultrafilter, .E an F-smooth fi~tction, '~ obtained as in. 
6.8 and there is an s C_ Y such that s is free c:nd It I s in t C~ Y and t is free } is dense in 
{t i s in t C_ Y}, then there are su':sets yo, y~ of Y such that E (Y  ~) f3 E(Y  t) is ]inite. 
Proot. We shall construct yo and Y~, as the union of sets t~,t~(i,] <to) .  Set 
t~= t~= s. Let t~ be a proper extension c~f t~ that is free, with l t '~t>¢(s).  
t~ ~( t"~) ~ (t~', k ) t'~ 
$ 
. . . . .  1 ,~ ~ . . . .  I 
~ ~ ~ ' "~ ~ 
~(s ,~)  t~ ~(t~) 
Choose k > ¢(t~), k E Y such that ~ (s, k) if defined is greater than ¢(t~), and let 
t ~ be free and extend s U {k }. Choose k ' :> ¢(tl) such that r/(t~, k ' )  if defined is 
greater than ¢(t ~) and let t~ extend t~ O {k '} and be free. Repeat this process picking 
k", k "  successively until all t~,t] have been chosen, and put 
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v"= U{r';j i <,,,}, 
v '=  U{d t.i < ,,,}'. 
We assert that E(Y  °)  n E(Y ' )  C_, ~(s); the essential point in proving that being that 
no element of E (Y  °) lies between (say) _£(t'~) and v~(t~¢,k ') whereas the only 
elements of E(Y~] less than 0(t l ,  k ' )  other than those less than ~(s) lie strictly 
between r~(s,k)-- l and ~'(~l). ~ 
That proof shows in fact that (Y°U E(Y" ) )n  (Y 'u  E(Y~)) i s  finite. 
6.10. The case not covered by Theorem 6.9 for an F-smooth function E is when 
there is a Y ~ F and an s, where we may assume ts 1 ~< f'l Y, such that for all t _C Y 
s ~t  is captive. Define for t ~ Y the partition or, :[Y..lt]]~--~2 by 
o' , ( l ,n ,m)=O i f x (sUt ,  n ) (3 ( l+ l )=x(sUt ,  m) fh ( t+ l )  
=1 otherwise; where l < n < m and {l,n, rn}C_Y..Itl~ 
l_.et 3;', ~ F be homogeneous for ~r,,. and let g ~ F diagonalise {Y, I t _c£_ Y}. We 
, 
describe the ~estriction of E to [.!~,Z]. Enumerate Z in ascending order as 
{n, t i < ~o }. Note that for t _C Z [Z..! i~t] 3 is a set on which cr, takes only the va!ue 0, 
the value I being impossible as for each l~  Z..tt i there are only finitely many 
possiblities for X(s Ut, n )n ( l  + t). For t C__Z, n~ = ("l(Z..t), i ~k  we define 
g,(n~) = 0,q , (n , . )  = X(s U t, n~ ,.~) f3 (n~ + i), 
h, 0~)  = X(s ~ t, n~)~ h , (n . , )  = X(s ~ t. n,+,).(n, + 1), 
S, = U{g~(n~)~i ~k}.  
Note ~hat k ~ i < ] implies that g, (n,) in g, (n~) by the definition of ~, and the value 
o ~, takes on [Z~]t l ]  ~. E [ [s ,Z  1 is now defined by the sets S,(t ~Z)  and the 
functions h,(t ~ Z):  e.g. if W ~ Z, n,~ ~ W, then setting t = W ~ n,+~ we have 
E(s U w)n{ l  ~ts u t l~ l  ~ n,+.} = (S, n ,~,) u h~(~,.). 
Here of course ~t] may be very much less than n~. 
6.11. That appears to be as attractive a description of a general E for which 6.9 fails 
as is possible to get. There are counterexarnples showing that one cannot hope for a 
Y such that every t C_ Y is captive, in much the same way that given an A -smooth 
partition E :~(~o)--~¢o f ~(~0) into countably many parts there is (by 6.1) an 
Is, Y] with Y E A on which E is constant but there need be no [0, Y] on which E is 
constant: let E (X)  be the third member of X. 
6.12. Finally we consider the conjecture that if C ~ ~g.~ and E is A-smooth,  then 
{X1E(X)~ C}~ c#,t. If C is Z~, then the conjecture is true, as given (s, S )C  P~,, 
there is by Theorem 6A a T _C S, T ~ A such that E f [s, T] is continuous, and 
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hence {X I E (X)~C & XG[s ,T]}  is a ~I set, so there will be ~ T'C_t, T '~A,  
such that (s,T') decides {XtE(X)~C}.  If A is H and to- , ( to)"  tt~en the 
conjecture is true as then c¢, = ~(~(to)) .  If though A is H and to-z~ (to)', the 
conjecture is false: let 
E (x )= {2n i n ~ExIU{2n + 1 In ~x}.  
Then the range of E is 
{x iYn (2n ex  ,~-(2n + 1)e x)}, 
which is in ,~u, and so every subset of it is. Further E is 1-1, so if D ~ ~¢~ there will 
be a C ~,,~u such that {X tE (X)~C}= D. 
7. Deductions from to ---> (to)~ and the strong axiom of determinacy 
In this section we apply the arguments developed in Section 6 to derive some 
consequences of the partition relation to --* (to)°' using some form of the axiom of 
choice, and of an axiom of Mycielski [20]. 
A filter F on to is rare if F _~ Fr and given a partition of to into nonempty finite 
sets s~(i ~to) there is an X~,F  with (X tq s,)" = 1 for each i, Rare filters can be 
constructed using the continuum hypo,hesis. In '[18] an elementary proof is given of 
the following 
7.0. Theorem. If to -> (to )~ then therc ~,re no tlare filters. 
No t'orm of choice is used in that proof, which also shows the following: 
7.1. Theorem. No ~'~ filter is rare. 
We present here an argument which embodies the ideas in our first proof of 7.1, 
to obtain a weaker form of 7.0. The interest lies in its being an application of the 
discussion of Section 6. 
7.2. Theorem. If ACR attd to ---~(to)~, then there is no rare filter. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a rare filter on to, ned let ! = O. Call X thin if X ~ L 
0~X andVn(n~X-+n+l~X) . I f  Y C_ X,and X is thin so is Y. I fX i s th in .  
then there is a Z ~ G such that Z cl X = 0, there is exactly one member of Z less 
than inf X and between any two adjacent members of X there is exactly one 
member ef Z. We say for short that such a Z interleaves X. To see that such a Z 
e×ists, let X = {n~ I i C to} in ascending order, and consider the partition given by 
so={k l0~<k<no},"  s~+t={kln,~<k<n,÷t}; 
obtain a choice set Z '  ~ G for that partition of to ; then as ~o\X ~ G, Z '  tq (to,X) ~ 
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G ; the desir~".d Z is some appropriate s~perset of Z '  f~ (w..X). By ACR there is a 
function E such t~at for X thin E (X) ~ G, E (X) f) X = 0 and E (X) interleaves X ; 
and for X not thin E(X)  = X. Let now X~, be thin. Remembering 6.3, obtain as in 
6.1 an X C_ Xo an,~, ~ree {t.~ I s C_ X} and note now that by definition of interleaving, 
for s C_ X, k ~ X ,  ts 1, X(S, k) has precisely one element and so ,~ (n, s, k) is defined 
if and only if n = 0, where ~ and ~ are as in 6.4 and 6.7. Consequently r., (n) will be 
0 for n >0,  and so every s is f='ee. It follows from Themem 6.9, which holds of 
course for all H-,~moo~h functions as well, by 4.8 that there are yo, yt ~ X such 
that E(Y° ) fqE(Y  ~) is finite, which cannot be if G is a free filter. [] 
The following is an amusing consequence of 6.6: 
7.3. Theorem (DCR). Let E be an H-smooth fltnction of ~' (~o ) onto @ (~o ) such that 
~¢XE(X)D~X. Then .RXVY : C_XE(Y)= Y. 
Proof. Proposition 6.6 implies via 4.8 that 
VXBYC_XkgW_C.Y(E(W)~ Y or W = Y); 
as E is onto, E(s) = .v for all s, and ]Z  : C_ Y E(Z)  = Y; accordingl~ for such a Y, 
E(Y)  = Y. As {Y!Y  = E(Y)} is not a counterexample to w-~(~o) ~,]XV~fC_ X 
E(Y)= Y. ~ 
In connection with that, the following problem of ~Tech may be :nentioned: Is 
there a function E : ~(o~)-~ (~o) such that E is onto, ~txE(x)D_ x, ~x "qyE(x tO y) 
= E(x)tOE(y)  and ]YE(Y)~ Y? 
In a recent paper [25] Prikry showed that 
7.4. Theorem (Prikry). If ADR and DC hold, then ~o --~ (~o) ~. 
ADR is Mycielski's strong axiom of determinacy, defined in [20], which asserts 
the determinacy of all games where two players define a sequence (r, I n C ~)  of 
real numbers by picking them alternately. In fact as Mycielski shows in [20] ADR 
implies ACR,  which implies DCR;  and we shall see that DCR is a form of the 
axiom of choice adequate for Prikry's argument, The ner:t two theorems hould be 
compared with 5.5, 5~6, 5.7, and the remarks following the statement of 5.8. 
7.5, Theorem. If ADR then there are no MAD families, moreover if A is a happy 
family, :hen ~(to). .A is no~ a tall ideal. 
We l-~ave failed to prove that o~--* (~o) ~' + DCR implies that there are no MAD 
families; perhaps a proof can be found using the notion of a feeble filter defined at 
the end 07 [18]. 
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The theorem follows ir~mediately from the next theorem in the same way that 5.5 
led sucessively to 5.6 and 5.7. 
7.6. Theorem. I[ ADR and A is a happy fami/y, then eve~ subset of ~ (~ ) is in c~,~. 
The proof is modelled on that of Prik~, [25], where the case A = H is proved 
using DC. We go into some detail to show that DC is not necessary. 
Let P ~ ~(~).  Define a game G(P) as follows: players I and II p~ck alternately 
conditions (s,, S~ ) ~ Pa (i > ~) with (s,+~, S~,) ~ (s,, s, } and s,~ ~ s~. The first player 
to fail to observe those requirements loses. If ((s~, S~)~ i < ~o) is a sequence satisfying 
those rules or, as we shall say, of legitimate moves, then it converges to a set 
X=~{.~, [ i<~}. I  wi~s i fX~P and II wins i fX~P.  
By ADR, one of the players has a winning strategy. Suppose fi~t that player II 
has a winning strategy, specified by the function E. Let p, q . . . .  denote lements of 
P,, and let ~ ~, ~: .  • • denote finite sequences of legitimate moves ~o, p~ . . . . .  p~,.~) 
starting with a move by player I, and in which p~, +, is dictated by player iI's strategy 
E : say 
P~+, = E~o ..... ,p~). 
If ~ = ~o'-"P~,+0, write ~ = p~..,. Call such ~'s partial plays. 
Prikry proceeds by mov;ag to a Bo)lean extension in which the continuum is 
well-ordered and then quo;~ng a resnlt of Oxtoby [22]. In fact Oxtoby uses AC to 
obtain maximal sets of a c~rtain kind. We shall proceed more directly by adding 
these maximal sets (rather than a welt ordering) generically. 
For each partial play ~ we seek a set X, of pair~ (q,E(~,q)) such that 
(i). q is a legitimate move by player I after ~ ; 
(ii) E(~"q) is player II's response to that move according to his strategy; 
(iii) for each couple (q,, E (~, q,)), (q~, E(~, q2)) in X,, q, and qz are incompatible; 
(iv) for any p cc,mpatible with ~, there is a (q ,E (~q) )~X,  such ~hat p is 
compatible with E(~ ~q). 
(iv) is a maximal~ty coodition; to achieve it it is evidently su~cient o have 
(iv') for any p ~ there is a (q,~ "q))~X,, such that p is compatible with 
E(~ ~q). 
To obtain such sets X,. (which may not exist in the standard universe) we make a 
Boolean extension of the m~iverse as follows. A condition is to be a ~air (~ ,~)  
where ~ is a countable set of partial plays ~, ~' is a function with domain ~ and for 
each p, ~ ~, ~(~)  is a countable set o~ pairs (q, E(~ Oq)) satisfying conditions (i) 
(ii) and (iii). The partial ordering of conditions is given by (~,~)~ (~" ,~' )  if 
Y['.~.~5 and for each # ~ ~' ,  ~ ' (~)  ~ ~(~).  Each condition can be c~ed by a real 
number; so DCR is enough to conclude that g iv~ a d~seending sequence 
(~,, ~)~ (~. , ,  ~**,)- • • of conditions, (~  ~)  is a condition below them all where 
Y[ ~ ~{~, l i < ~} and for ~ ~, .  
• (~)= U~,(~)~i <~,~ ~x,~, 
m~d thus by the obvious analogue of Lemma 4.0 no new reals are added in the 
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associated Boolean extension. Given a partial play tt, a condition (X,~) and a 
p~_P,~ compatible with /i, if p is compatible with some E(w,q) where 
(q,E(l~,q))~X~,, then let (Y(' ,~')= (~/', ~);  if not, let q <p be a legitimate move 
for player I after/2, and let (,.~, ' ~')  be an extension of (~, ,"~) such that/z ~ ~", and 
(q, E (p., q)) ~ ~ ' ( ,  ): such (Z¢'. ~'~) exists as E (/x ~ q) < p, and so is incompatible 
with each r, if any, such that for some q' (q', r )~  ~F(I~). Thus by standard ensity" 
argumer.t~ there is in the Boo, lean extension a function that assigns ~o each/z a set 
Xv. satisfying (i)--(iv). We now work in this extended universe, where E will still be 
a winning strategy for player I1. This notation will be convenient: write [/2 j for that 
[s,S] for which (s,S)=/2. Define for each t~, 
B, ={(t~,q,E(t~,q))I(q,E(t-'~,q))~ X,}. 
Now set 
Oo = Bo (0 here being the empty partial play); 
O,,~, = U~,, I~ ~: Oo}; 
n,, = U{[/211~, ~ o,,}. 
Then R..,  C_ R.. Following Oxtoby we show that 
n{R,, ~. < ~}E ato)~P.  
For Iet Y be in ~{R.  ~ n < ~o}. Then for each n there is a ~ in O. such tha~ 
Y ~ [#]; we.see by induction on n using condition (iv) that this p. is unique: put 
# = ~.. accordingly. Then the sequence (~,, ~ n < ~o} specifies asequence (p~ i i < ~o} 
of plays (where #. = (p~,...p2...,)) of the game i. which II has been using his 
strMegy ~d w~ich converges to K Accordingly Y is in ~(~)~K We show now 
that (in the extended universe) ~ {R. I n < ~o} is in ~ and so ~(~)~ P is in .~ ; it 
will then follow by an easy absoluteness argument that in the original universe 
~(¢o)~e is in ~.  
As ff,~ is a a-filter, it is enough to show that each R, is in ff~,. To do that tI is 
enough, by Proposition 2.7 applied in the extended universe, to show that given 
p~q<p such that qlV~R,. So let p be given. ~o" '~. ,  with ~,~O,  and p 
co'npatible with each ~, (by condition (iv)); further ~ extends ~ ;r~ the obvious 
sen~.~. Let q ~ p, q ~ #, Then q 1~ R.. 
Back to the original universe. We have now said enough to show that if !1 wins, 
~(a~)~P is in #a, and so P ~ ~.  Put player I winning is equivalent to I}. winning a 
derived game. Straightforward argument~ now show that ~p ~q ~b* q ~I-P; by 
Proposition 2.6, P C ~'.~. ~ 
8. Farther properties and an applicati~ of P~ generic reals 
In this section we discuss further properties of the notion of forcing P~ 
introduced in Section 2. Throughout we assume DCR and suppose tha~ F is a 
Ean~eV u!trafilter. 
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Let E be an F-smooth function. The proof of Proposition 6.6 relativises to give 
the following: for any (s, S) ~ P~ there is a Z .C_ S, Z ~_ F such that for all W _C Z, if 
W# Z, then F(s t3 W)# Z; applyi~g that ¢:9r each fi:tite subset s of t we have 
8.~. For any (t ,S)~P~ there is a ZCS,_ Z~F,  such ~hat for all Wr-tOZ,~ if 
Z~ W then E(W)g  Z. 
8.1. Proposition. Let (E, I i < ~o ) be a sequence of F-smooth function,s. Th,:n 
{X l~i ~Y  C_ X(X . .Y  infinite and X = E, (Y)} U #~. 
Proof. The set in question is I..J{p~ i i < ~o} where 
P~ = {X IBY C_X(~;-.Y infinite and X = E~ (Y)}. 
As #~ is a cr..ideal it is enough to show that each P, ~ #~. But that is clear 
from 8.~. [] 
8.2. Theorem. Let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter in L and let X be P~ generic over L. Then 
for no Z C_X with X. .Z infinite is X ~ L[Z]. 
8.3. Corollary. Under d~e hypotheses of the theorem, if Z~, Z2 C_ X and Z~\Z~., 
Z~.\Z~ are both infinite, Z~ ~ L[Zz] and Z: ~ L[Z~]. Hence 'here are in L[X]  2 '~° 
i~comparable degrees of constructibility. 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. The ~tatement that 3Z C_ X(X. .Z  infirite and ~ ~ L [Z] )  is 
a ~ predicate .of X and so if true is ~rue in L [X] ,  and is hence forced by some 
(s, S) ~ P~ with X ~ [s, S ]. The partial ordering P~ satisfies the countable antichain 
condition and s~3 preserves cardinals. Hence there is an ordinal ~ < ~o~ L, and 
(s', S') < (s, S) such that in L, 
(s',S')l~-~Z :_c_XX 
is the ,~'~ real constructibte from Z. Let Y ~ L code ~'. Then "X  is the ~" real 
constructible f~om Z"  is a Zl [ predicate of X, Y and Z. Cotsider the function E 
defined by E(W)  = the ~"" real constructible fron~ W. For each n, {W ] n ~ E(W)} 
is X ~(Y), and ~:-~ is an F-smooth function (in L ). Sc by 8.1 there is a T _C S'  such that 
T~F and 
8.4. ' ¢W~s 'OT- 'n3YC_WW. .Y  infinite and W=F(Y) .  
8.4 is a H 1 ~ predicate of T and so is true in all extensions of L ;  hence 
(s', T)~- --n 3Y  : ~ X X . .Y  infinite and X is the ~'~ constructible from Y. Stmtciard 
density arguments now lead to a contradiction° []  
Proof of Corollary 8.3° If Z, ~ L[Z~], then Z1 kJZ~.~ L[Z..]. contradicting the 
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theorem and the fact tl~at Z~..Z,. is infinite. Given X, let C be a family of 2 "° 
pairwise ahnost disjoint infinite subsets of X. Then any two elements of C are 
mutually nonconstructible. [] 
The above theorem and corollary also hold for P~-generic reals where A is 
happy in L. 
We now prove the theorem of the anthor stated in Jockusch and Soare [8]. X is 
called hyperarithmetically encodable, or h.e. for short, if ~/Y ~Z : _C Y, X is hyp in 
Z. Let X be h.e., then {Y I X is hyp in Y} is i l l  in X, and so is in 5~, as eve~:y set has 
a subset in it, rather than the reverse. Now let Z be Pn generic over the universe. 
The X is hyp in Z, ~,s given any condition (s, S ) ~ T _C S VT'  _C T; X is hyp in T'; so 
(s, T)II- ~ is hyp in Z', by Shoenfield's absoluteness lemma. Thns the set of standard 
h.e. sets is countable in the extended universe, but by 4.10 the extension preserves 
i~. Hence 
8.5. Theorem. There are only countably many h.e. sets. 
Solovay has improved that to "Every h.e. set is A ~". The author's proposed pro~ ~ 
of that broke down for lack of an answer to the following problem. 
8.6. Is there a criterion similar to that of Theorem 2.0 for a pair (X, Y) of reals to 
be P~ × P~ generic over L ? 
We close this section by recording tb.~ following 
8.7. Proposition; Let M be a transitive m ~del of ZF -- DCR and suppose that _= is in 
M a Ramsey ultrafilter. Let 
I = K U{X IX is Pr generic over M}. 
Then I is a proper ideal. 
Proof. If x and y are in I, then by Theorem 2.0, for all A ~ F, (x. .A) and (y-,A) 
are finite and so therefore is (x U y)- .A, hence by 2.0 x ~.~ y is either finite or Pv 
generic over M. If x ~ I and y C_ x, y f~ I, being either finite or Pv generic by 2.5. 
Hence I is an ~deal, and is proper as to is not P~ generic. ~J 
9. Modelately hapt~y families 
There is interest among analysts in certain ultrafilters, known as p-points, which 
are defined by a property rather more general than that of being Ramsey. There is a 
corresponding generalisation of the notion of a happy family which we study Jr; this 
fiual section. 
9.0. Definition. A is a moderately happy family, or MHF for short, if ~7~(to)..A is a 
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free proper ideal and whenever fil{X~ t i < to} C_ A, there is an X ~ A such that for 
all i, X\X~ is finite. 
Note that in Definition 9.0 we may withcat loss of g~r~erality restrict attention to 
those families {X~} _C A, where X~÷~ X~ for all i. 
9.1. Definition. I is ar~ MH ideal if ~(to) - . I  is a mo,':erately happy family. 
That definition will be useful as we shall in fact work more in terms of MH ideals 
than of their complementary moderately happy families. Av. ideal first used by 
Kunen furnist~es our first example. 
9.2. Example. Let {a,}. be a sequence of positive real numbers decreasing to 0 but 
with ,~ct~ = 0o. Put 
= l i  
-Fhen I~,.a is MH and tall. 
l~roof. Ito,~ is an ideal. Let X~ ~ I, X~+~ !2_" X ,  for i < to. Pi.ck 
~ • no . . . . .  n~ ~ X0 with .  {a,, f i ~< io} > i, 
n~o+~ . . . . .  n,,CX~ with ~{ot.~ l io< i  <~i~}>1, 
and so on. Put X = {n~ [ i < to}. Then ,v.'.a, [ i ~ X} is infinite so X ~ 1,,~,;, but X..X, 
is finite for each i. I is tall as the {a~} converge to 0. ~ 
9.3. Example. Let ~- be a partition of to into infinitely many finite pieces ~'o, ~r~ . . . .  
such that for all k ~ to there is a ~ with at least k elements. Put 
I ;  = {x ] ~1~ Vi ~ ,~o(x c~ ~r,)~ ~< k}. 
Then I',, is MH and tall. 
ProoL Given A~ I;, with At _D A~÷t, pick n,,~ Ao, n~, n~ A~ such that for some i 
{n, n.~} C ~r~ ; n3, n,, n~ ~ A: t"l 7r~,, for some i2, and so on. Then {n, t i ~ to} is up to 
finite differences cor~rained in each A, but is not a member  of I;,. That I ;  is tall is 
readily verified. [] 
.~.4. Remarks. Let 
~ =~f{I;~[ 7r a partition as in 9.3}. 
Then an ultrafitter F is rare if and only if for all I ~ ~,  F Iq I~0 .  If F is rare then 
F f3 I¢,,~ is non-empty for every sequence {c~, }of the type described in Example 9.2, 
but if 2',, = I,I~, there is an ulttafilter which meets each b,a but is nevertheless not 
rare. 
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9.5. Definition, A p-point is an uttrafilter float is also an MHF. 
9.6. Definition. If f :,o ~o and A C_ ~P(to), f~A =,~,{x lf-~"x ~ A}. 
9.7. Proposition. If A is an ideal, a prime ideal, a filter or an ultrafilter, then so 
acccirdingly is f .A .  If F and G are ultrafilters, and for some f and g,F = f , G and 
G = f ,F  then for some permutation h of ~o, F = h ,G.  
9.8. Definition. The Rudin.-Keisler ordering of ultrafilters is given by 
F <<-~ G ~-%~ f  (f : to -~ ,,, & F = f . G ). 
Proposition 9.7 shows that ~<~ is strictly only a pre-part~al ordering, 
{G I F <~ G and G ~<~ F} being precisely the set of ultrafilters of the form h ,  F 
for some permutation h t~f to. For more on this ordering see [2], [10] and [26]~ The 
following proposition list~ some known properties. 
9,9. Proposition. (i) If F is a principal ultrafilter for all ultrafilters G, F <~ G. 
(ii) If F is Ramsey and G ~R~:F, then G is pri~,~cipal or F ~R~(--J. 
(iii) If F is a p-poi~t and G <~: F, then G is a p-point or principal. 
(iv) If 2 ~° = l~, then above each u!trafilter G is a ~are ultrafilter, so that rarity need 
hal be ;ransmitted ownwards. 
(v) If F is not Ramsey, then there is a free ultrafilter G strictly below F in the 
i ludin-Keisler ordering. 
(vi) A ,free ultrafilter is Ramsey if and only if it is a p-point and rare~ 
(vii) If 2 '` 0 = ~,  then strictly above each p-point is another one. 
The clauses (ii) and (v) together show that the Ramsey ultrafilters may be 
characterised asthose that are minimal among free ultrafilters in the R~:din-Keisler 
ordering. Clause (vii) which is due to Mrs. Rodin and has been considerably 
extended by Blass [2] shows taken with (ii) that the continuum hypot~esis implies 
that there are p-points which are not Ramsey. Fhe same ccactusi~)n may be 
obtained by cow, piing Example 9.2 or 9.3, and the first remarX of 9,4 with the 
following general principle: 
9,10. Proposition (CH). Let I be an MH ideal. Then there is a p-point F ~_ ~. 
That may be proved by imitating the proof of Proposition 0.11. We shall however 
be longer-wiaded. 
9.11. Lemm~, Let I be an MH ideal, and co\X ~. I. Then id(L X)  is MH. 
Proof. Let X~ ~. id(IX) with X~ ~ X,÷1. Then X~\X~ I for each i and X,\X _~ 
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X,+~ .X; so there is a Y C_ o . .X  with Y~ I and Y..(X,. . .X) finite for each i. Then 
Y~id(LX)  and Y..X~ is finite for each i. [ ]  
9.12. Lemma (DCR). If {I, I i < to} is an ascending sequence of MH ideals, so that 
I~ _C I~+~, then [-J{I, I i < to} is an MH ideal, which is not prime if none o.f the L is. 
Proof. We may by removing repetitions assume that the sequence is properly 
ascending. Set J = (.J{~ [i <to}: J is trivially an ideal, Let X~ _DX..a with no 
X~ Ear. For ~/~ to, pick Y~ ~ Ii such that for each i, Y~..X~ is finite. Put Z = 
l,.J{yj t"1Xi [i ~ to}. Then for each i, Z..X~ is contained in t..J{ Yv.X~ ]j < i}, which 
is finite. As for each .h Y~ fq X~ ~ I~ (for Y~ ~ I~ and Yi...X'~ is finite) and Z ___D Y, lq X~, 
Z ~ I~ and so Z t~ J. Hence J is an MH ideal. 
Suppose finally that no/~ is prime, as will be the case for all but trivial sequences. 
Pick X~ ~. ~÷,-.,~: let Y~J  with Y..X~ finite for each i. Then Y~J ;  so J is not 
prime, as Y~J  LIJ. []  
9.13. Lemm~,. Let M be a non-empty collection of proper free ideals such that 
(i) for each I ~ s~ and each X ~ ~, id(/, X)  ~ M and 
(ii) whenever A < 2"  and (L I v <*A ) is a sequence of ;nembers qf .d such that 
v<v'<X-+L,C__!, . . ,  then 1.3{Ltv<A}~M.  
Let ~ be a second collection o.f ideals such that, 
(iii) o~ ~ 2",' and 
(iv) for each I ~ M and ~: ~ ~, J~  I. 
Then if there is a well-ordering of the continuum there is an ultrafilter F such that [or 
all J E ~, J f'l F# O. Moreover F may be chosen to include f~ for any preassigned 
I~M.  
Proof. Enumerate with repetitions if necessary the members of ~ as (J,, t v < 2",), 
and the infinite subsets of to as ¢,X,,lv < 2"°). Define an ascending sequence 
(/~ I v < 2 *'°) of members of M as follows. Let Io be any member of M. Suppose that 
for all v' < v, L, has been delined, L, ~ M and v' < v" < v -* L. C_ L.-. If v is a limit 
s,et L = I..J{L, I v' < v}. Then L E M by (ii) and v' < v -+ I,., C_ L. 
Now suppose that v is a successor ordinal, say v = ¢ + 1. By (iv) there is an 
X ~. J~..I~: then to..X Z ~, so by (i) the ideal I~=add(I,,to-.X) is in M. Now set 
I,, = I'~ if X~ ~ I~-, and/ .  = id(I~, ~o\X~) otherwise. In either case I,, ~ .~, by (i), and 
I¢ _CL, so for v'~<~, L,C_ L. Let 
[ = U{L  f v < 2"}, 
and set F = ~. Then F is the desired ultrafilter. F is proper, as each/,,  is; and for 
each ~', 
F VI J, _D ]~r+, f'l J, # 0. 
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We remark finally that it is no~ ' assumed that the members of ~ are free or 
proper, f ]  
The last three lemmata provide a general method for constructing p--poirt, ~
which we illustrate by proving Proposition 9.10. 
9.14. Definition, For f : ~,, --~ ~m let 
I~ ~a,{x i~k Vn :>k(x  N f-~"{n} is finite)}. 
9.15. Definition. Let ~ =~{I~ I f  : ~o ---* o9}. 
9.16. Definition. (i) For each f : w --~ o~, I~ is a possibly improper free tall ~,I ideat, 
which is generated by the sets f-~"{n }, for n < ~o, and those X which meet each f-~"{n} 
in a finite set. 
(ii) A free ultrafilter F is a ?-point if and only if for each [ ~ ~, I (3 F'~ O. 
Proof. That I is a free ideal is immediate from its defi,fition, which shows too tha~ I 
, ~?O" 
ts ~,, m f, and hence IU~. Given X, either f "X  is finite, when for some n, [ "  '{n } is an 
infinite subset of X, o r f "X  is infinite, when there is some intinite Y _C X on which ] 
is finite-to-one. Thus I is tall. The last clause of (i) is easily checked, and (ii) follows 
from it. []  
Proof of 9.10. Let I0 be an MH ideal and suppose that 2"', = ~.  In Lemma 9.13, let 
~a/= {I I Io _C I and I an MH ideal}. 
]'hen conditions (i) and (ii) of 9.13 hold by 9.11, 9.12 and CH. Let ~ = ~. Condition 
(iii) is clearly satisfied; as for condition (iv) let I ~ sd and I~ C~ I. for i < w, set 
X~ = ~o~f~"i. Then 
i < j  < ~  X ,~ X,; 
f-~"i = ~{f-~"{n} ~, < i}, 
which is in I t ; and so eac~ X, ~ ~ ~ i. As ~ i~ MH, ti~ere is a Y not in I such that 
for ea:h i, Y~X~ is finite; but the restriction of f to such a Y is finite-to-one, and so 
Y G L ~ L a contradiction. Thus if I ~ ~ and J ~ ~,  Y~ 1, as required. 
So conditions (i)~(iv) are satisfied, and CH implies of course that there is a well 
ordering of the continuum. We may therefore conclude by 9.13 that there is an 
ultrafilter F ~ i,, such that for all I ~ ?, F ~ J~  0. Such an F is free, as K ~ Io, and 
so by 9.16 is a F-point. ~ 
Remark, It might seem that the argument above would work were the definition of 
MH ideal to be weakened to 
9.17. Given X~ ~ X~,.~, with each X~ ~ ~, there is an X ~ I such that ~i (X~X, ~s 
finile). 
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Regrettably the union of a countable ascending chain of ideals with Property 9.17 
need not share Prol~erty 9.17: let ~ be the disjoint union of infinite sets 
Z, (i <to). Put 
lo = (x [~/i (x t~ Z, is finite)}, 
I, = id(Io, Zo),. . . ,  I~÷, = id(I~, Z~ ) . . . .  
Then I...l{Ii IJ < to} fails to have Property 9.17; for consider the sequence .X~ = 
to..l~{Z~ tJ < i}. Bur each I,~ has Property 9.17. 
The notion of a moderately happy family was originally investigated by the 
author with a view to proving 
9.18. Theorem (Pitt [23]; Solomon [29]) (CH). There is a p -pa.int F such that for no [ 
is f . F  Ramsey, 
which by 9.4, 9.9(iii), 9.9(vi) and 9.16(ii) is equivalert o proving that 
9.19o if CH, then there is a free ultrafiiter F such that for all I ~ ~, F f3 1~ 0, but 
all ~ : to ~ to with ~. F free there is a .~ ~ ~ with .~ C_ f ,  F. 
Unfortunately the author's proposed proof contains agap, to which the reader will 
now be led in the hope that he may see how to bridge it. 
9.20. Lemma. Let to..X be in.finite. Then there is a tall 7£~ MH ideal ! 
containing X. 
Proof, Partition to into finite pieces such that X meets each piece in precisely one 
point and such that the size of the pieces is unbounded. Let ¢r be the partition and 
take I to be I;~. [] 
Until the discussion of 9.19 is complete, let M~ be" the ~et of tall ~EI MH ideals, 
and assume CH. Then ~!~ is non-empty by 9.20 and iatisfies conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Lemma 9.13, by CH, 9.11, 9.12, the classical fact t~,at he union of countably 
many ~ sets is ~ ,  and t~e fact that if I is ~ ,  then so is id(I,X) = {x [~y (y ~ I & 
x _Cy ~x)}. 
9.21. Lemma (CH). Let I CM~. Then there is an I '~ l~ and a J ~R with 
I U J  ~ I ' .  
9.22. Remark. The reader may be interested in a counterexample to the more 
natur~tl assertion than that of Lemma 9.21, that if I ~ ~d~ anti id(l, I~,) is proper, 
where I5, ~ ~, then id(/, I'~) is MH: take I to be the Io of Remark 9.17, a1~d ~r such 
that no Z~ contains more than one element of any one piece of ¢r, Zo U ZI is the 
union of the two-element pieces of ¢r, Z~ tA Z~ U Z~ the union of the three-element 
pieces of "tr, and so on. Then each Z~ ~ 1'~, so id(I, I t )  fails to be MH. 
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Proof of 9.21. Let ~/= ,:~, ~ { I  I [ _C. I'}, and let ~3 = ~ O ~?. Conditions (i) (ii) and 
(iii) of Lemma 9.13 are satisfied. The argument given in the proof of Proposition 
9.10 shows that if I '~  M and J ~ ~ then J~  I'. !f there is an I '~  M and a J ~ ~ 
with J ~ I ' ,  then there is nothing left to prove, so if 9.21 is false for I, then ,~ and ~ 
satisfy condition (iv) of t .emma 9.13. There is thus a free ultrafilter F such that 
~F  and ~or all J~ ,  F~J>~0.  But then F is both rare (as ~ ~)  and a 
p-point (as ~ ~7 ~) ;  that is to say, F is a Ramsey ultrafilter. But the relationship 
~ ~ F is impessible by Theorem 2.12, as I is tall, free and ~,. ~ 
9.23. Lemma. I f !  is MH and for all n, f -~"{n}~I,  then f , I  is MH. 
Proof. f ,  I is a free ideal by 9.7. Let 
X, ~X,+,, X, ~f . I .  
Set Y~ = f-~"X,. Then Z ~ I, and Z ~ Y~.~. There is thus a Y ~ I with Y~Z finite 
for eact, i. Let ~ = f"Y. Then (-~"X ~ Y, so X ~ f .  L For each i, X~X~ = f " (Y ,  Y~), 
which is finite: thus f ,  I is MH. ~ 
9.24. Definition. If I is an ideal and f : w + to, 
f-*I - " -~" ~,ld{f X IX ~ I}. 
9.25. Pro~sRion.  Let [ be onto ~o. Then i[I  is proper, so is [- I ; i[I is £~ so is [-~I ; 
g I is MH, so is fq i ;  g I is [ree and tall, so is ~-'I. 
Proof. The firsl two parts may be safely left to the reader. Suppose then that I is 
MH, X~ _~ X~+~, for i < to, and no X~ ~ f-~I. Let Y~ = f"X~. Then X~ C_ f-'"Y~, so 
Y, ~ L As i is MH, there is a Y ~ I, such that for all i, Y \Y ,  is finite. An X may 
now be constructed such that f "X  = Y, and for each i, X\X~ is fi~dte. Such an X 
cannot be in f - ' / .  Hence f - ' I  is MH. 
Finally suppose i is free and tall. Evidently f - ' l  is free. Let X be given. If ["X is 
finite, then X Gf-~I ;  otherwise there: i,, a Z ~ I with Z C_f"X. Then X Nf - ' "Z  is 
infinite and in .f-~I. Thus f-~I is tail. ',q 
The gap in the proof of 9.19 lies ie lbe proposed proof of the following statement, 
which I shall now call 
9.26. Conjecture. Let I ~ ~I~ and ~'p~,se that for all n ~ to, f-~"{n} ~ I. Then there 
is a J~  and an I '~  ~ with I ~ I '  and J C_f, I ' .  
Proposed proof. We may suppose that f ,  I is tall, since otherwise we may use 9.25 
and 9.20. By 9.23, f , I  is Mtt ,  so with this supposition, f , I  ~ ~/~. Let 
= {f,rl  c_ 
and ~ = ~ O ~. If the assertion of the lemma is false, the proof of 9.21 may be 
repeated to obtain a free ultrafilter F_D ( f , I )  * such that for all 3" ~ ff~ U g', 
F f'tg~; 0o But such an F is Ramsey, contradicting Theorem 2.12 as before. 
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Note that in fac~ M does not quite satisfy condition (i) of 9.1.3; we have though 
the weaker property (i'): for I '~ ,4  and X ~ ~, there is an I "E .4 ,  such that 
I" D_ id(I', X). Examination of the proof of Lemma 9.13 shows that (i') suffices. [] 
The error lies in the first sentence: if f .  I i,~, not tall, we vaay by 9.20 find an 
Ii ~ MM with f . I  C_ L, and by 9.25, f-~II wilt also be in ~ ; I~ ~ f , f -~L,  but we do 
not know that I C_f-~f.I, and hence we cannot conclude tha:t I C_f-'I~, which is 
what we need to reduce 9.26 to the case that f , I  is tall. In fact " I  C_f-~[,I "' may 
well be false: bY the result in [18], if I is ~t~ there is a finite-to-one function f such 
that f , I  is the ideal K of all finite sets, and so f-~f, I is in th~s case K, and so in 
.general not equal to I. If 9.26 is true, the following argument will establish 9.19: 
Proposed proof of Theorem 9.19. Assuming CH, let us enunaerate all infinite 
subsets of to as (X,, I p ~ 1~); the members of ~ as (& i r' < 1~1~), and all fun,:tions 
from ~o to to as ( f i tu  < 1~). We construct a series (I., l u < 1~;) of members of 
~u : I0 can be chosen as an arbitrary member of ~'~ ; L.~.~ a member of ~'.,~ such 
that either X~ or to\X~, is in L.~; such that ],. t'~ L÷~ ~ 0; and such that either ::In 
f;~"{n} ~ [~+~ or f~,,÷~ contains ome J U ~;  I~ at limit h is the uni~3n of the L for 
u < h. Then if I is the un,on of all the L, [ is the desired ultrafilter. At the successor 
steps of the construction we use 9.11, 9.26 and the observation i  the proof of 9.10 
that i f J~g  ~ and I '~ l~,  J~ I ' .  [] 
The story has one happy outcome: Mile M. Daguenet has found an elegant 
topological proof of Theorem 9.18 which is modelled on the above argument, but 
which proceeds by induction, not on the class of ~ ideals but on the class of thor ,~ 
which are, in 2 ~', the union of countably many compact sets. 
A construction similar to that proposed above, but simpler and correct, gives the 
following: 
9.27. Theorem (CH). There is a free ultrafilter F such that for no F is f , F  rare or a 
p -point. 
Proof. We construct as before an ascending sequence 'I,, l t' < 1~I~) of ~I ideals: this 
time we arrange that either ~nfS~"{n}~÷~ or f*~L.t contains a J ~  and a 
J'~_ ~. Firstly, it is shown in [16] that if I is X] and free, then for some J '~  ~, 
id(LJ ')  is proper. Secondly it follows from Theorem 7.1 that if i is X], then for 
some J ~ ~, id(L J )  is proper. Thus if fS~"{n} E L for each n, we may take L.~ to be 
f?,'id(f*~L,J,J') for some J ~  and J '~f~.  [] 
One difference between happy and moderately happy families is that if I is ~I 
and tall, ~( to ) \ l  cannot by Proposition 4.6 be happy but may by Example 9.3 be 
moderately happy. A second but conjectural difference is this: the author is unable 
to prove that the intersect,~on f a countable descending sequence of happy familie,~ 
is happy, in contrast o Lemma 9.12, which indeed admits the following improve- 
ment: 
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9.28. Proposition (AC). /f  Martin's axiom holds, ~ < 2"; and (I,. i ~' < A) is a 
strictly ascending sequence o.f MH ideals, then [~I{L i t, < A } is MH. 
Proof. Set I -- C]{L I v < ,~}. I is clearly a free proper ideak Let X~ ~ X~.~, X~ ~ I. 
For each v select Y~ .~ L, such that for all i, Y'~,.X~ is finite~ We con,'~tcuct a Z such 
that Z.,X~ is finite for each i, and Y,...Z is finite for each ~,, which e~sures that Z is 
in no L, and thus not in L as reqaire& 
Consider the following notion c,~ forcing. A condition is a pair (X, Y), where 
XAX~ is finite for some i, Y is in the ideal ) generated by {Y,. I v < ,~ i~ and Y _C X. 
We define the partial ordering of the set of conditious by .,;erring {X, Y')~< (X',  Y') if 
and only if Y ~ Y '  and X ~ X' .  As the ~onditions (X, Y,) and (X, Y~) have the 
common refinement (X, Y~ tO Y~), and there are only countably many possibilities 
for X, the partial ordering satisfies the countable chain condition. For ~, < .;t let 
A~ = {(X, Y) I Y~.'. y is finite}; for i < co let a ' ,=  {(X, Y)  JX.. X, is fini|e}; and for 
n < o~ let -a ',' = {(X, Y) t n ~ Y or n ~ X}. Then each A,, ',:1 ', and A ~ is a dense closed 
set of conditions. By Martin's axiom there is a set ~ of pairwise compatible 
conditions that meets each of those dense closed sets. Let 
Z = I,.J{y I for some X, (X. Y )~ ~g}. 
Then for each i < ~o and e~cb v < A, X~..Z is finite and Z \Y~ is finite. IS] 
It follows from that and from 9.13 that 9.10 can be proved from AC + MA rather 
than CH. 
We now complete lhe proof of Theorem 2.13. Part (i) is easily proved by 
combining the method of proof of Proposition 0.t l  for the case A = H with the 
well-known facts that there are 2 '% ~ sets and that if MA holds, A < 2 '% and F is a 
free filter generated by A elements than F is contained in some countably 
generated free filter. Readers of Booth [3] will be able to formulate the notion of a 
super-happy family and a generalisation of 0.11 provable from MA. 
To prove Part (ii) we quote two results; the first is Theorem 4.55 (2) in [29]: 
9.29. The~rem (Solomon). Suppose that MA holds and that 2"o> ~,  and let 
(X,, t v < 1~) be a sequence such that 
v < v'<~I~--~(X.,,..X~ is finite and X,.\X~., infinite). 
Then there is a Ramsey uhr@lter G containing each X,, and each set X such that for 
all v < ~,  (~o..X)..X,, is finite. 
The second is Theorem 3.2 of [15]: 
9.30. Theorem (Solovay). Suppose that MA holds, that 2 ~° > I% and that for some 
X ,~ ~xi = ~,  Then every subset of 9~(~o) of power t~ is III. 
Now let B = {X, ! v < tl,}, as in 9.29, and let 
C ={x I'¢Z :~Bx. .Z  is finite}. 
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Let G be the R~asey ultrafilter of Theorem 9.29, which contains all of B and no 
member of C. We assert hat C is not in ~ : for let X ~ G. Then X ~ C; but put 
Y~ = X f) X,. Then by MA + ~ CH, there is a Z such that for all v, Z \  Y~. is finite: 
for such a Z, Z Cl X is infinite and is in C. But if m addition the hypotheses of 9.30 
hold, then B is II~, and so C is II~. Then A = ~(to)-.C is a ~ set not in c¢c~. 
Part (iii) was proved in Section 5. For part (iv), let F be a Ramsey ultrafilter, A e. 
set ,S~ in X and ~ a strongly inaccessible Rowbottom cardinal. Consider the 
structure (V~, F, ~ I V~.{X}), where ~ is the epsilon relation: that is of type (~, 2"o). 
Let N be an elementary submodel of type (~, l~10) and M be the transitive collapse 
of N. Then X ~ M, and F Iq M is in M a Ramsey ultrafilter: however F tq M is 
countable~ and so as ~n Section 5 we see that F contains reals P~ generic overM 
and thus each set ,~,~ in X will be cg~. The argument from Chang's conjecture 
+2"o=1~1~+2"~=1~L. is similar, and proceeds by considering the structure 
(Hz, F, ~g ~H:,{X}), where F is a Ramsey ultrafil~er, and H,. is the set of sets 
hereditarily of power less than ~t:. [] 
Finally we list a number of characterisations of Ramsey ultrafilters, the equiva- 
lence of which follows from 0.10, 0.13, 2.0, 2.10, 2.12, 9.4, 9.9(vi), and 9.16. 
9.31. Theorem (DCR). The following are equiuale~t propertws .for a f~,'e 
ultrafilter F: 
(i) F is a happy faultily, 
(ii) for each ¢: : [to]2---~2 there is an X ~ F with .a" constant on IX]", 
(iii) ~YX ~Y : ~_ X (if X is ~ generic over Q so is Y )~ = 1, where i~ is the algebra 
over P~, 
(iv) every ~,] subset of ~(to) is in ~,  
(v) F (q I ~ 0 for each tall ~ free ideal I. 
A word about the history of the work in this paper is now in order. The author's 
interest i~ the problem of refuting the relation to ~ (a,)~ without the axiom of 
choice was aroused by Friedman during Scott's serrA~ar on partition theorems 
conducted at Stanford in 1967. The arguments used in the present paper are in par~ 
a deve~opment of ideas learned by the author from Cohen, in whose paper [5] the 
seeds of Theorem 8.2 may be found, and from Jensen. Metatheorem 5. I and a form 
of Theorem 8.2 were proved in the author's dissertation submitted for a Research 
Fellowship at Peterhouse in 1968. The proof of Theorem 0.13 given in Section 2 was 
found in 1969, and that given in Sectio~ 1 in 1971. "£0pological proofs of Silver's 
theorem 0.12 have been found by Ellentuck [6] and Taylor and of Theorem 0.13 by 
Louveau [13] and Milliken [19] who has proved a form of Theorem 4.4 as well. 
Theorem 9.27 was proved first by Pitt [23]. 
As this is the first t~me the material in the author's dissertation has been 
published, he takes the opportunity of recording his gratitude to those who have 
encouraged and taught him, by word or by example; an~ in particular to the Master 
and Fellows of Peterhouse, for admitting him to their S~iety; to Friedman, Kunen 
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and Si lver for naany conversat ions  in 1967 and  1968; and to Rona ld  Jensen,  who 
superv ised  his d isser tat ion  and  to whom he dedicates  this work.  
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